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The current work discusses the hydrodynamic performance of horizontal axis 
hydrokinetic turbines (HAHkT) under different turbine geometries and flow conditions. 
Hydrokinetic turbines are a class of zero-head hydropower systems which utilize kinetic 
energy of flowing water to drive a generator. However, such turbines often suffer from 
low-efficiency. A detailed computational fluid dynamics study was performed using a 
low-order k- SST (Shear Stress Transport) turbulence model to examine the effect of 
each of tip-speed ratio, solidity, angle of attack and number of blades on the performance 
of small HAHkTs with a power capacity of 10 kW. The numerical models (both two-
dimensional and three-dimensional) developed for these purposes were validated with 
blade element momentum theory. The two-dimensional numerical models suggest an 
optimum angle of attack that maximizes lift as well as lift to drag ratio thereby yielding 
the maximum power output. In addition, our three-dimensional model is used to estimate 
optimum turbine solidity and blade numbers that produces maximum power coefficient at 
a given tip speed ratio. Furthermore, the axial velocity deficit downstream of the turbine 
rotor provides quantitative details of energy loss suffered by each turbine at ambient flow 
conditions. The velocity distribution provides confirmation of the stall-delay 
phenomenon that occurs due to the rotation of the turbine. In addition, it provides further 
verification of optimum tip speed ratio corresponding to maximum power coefficient 
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1.1. US ENERGY SCENARIO 
Over the past decade, there has been a rapid push towards finding new renewable 
energy resources in order to counter the rapid depletion of fossil fuel reserves. At present, 
although the entire world is heavily dependent on fossil fuels with 72% of total electricity 
market share coming from coal, oil and natural gas respectively [2] , the crucial role of 
renewable energy resources cannot be underestimated for its global environmental 
concerns and rapid depletion issues. An urgent need to establish environmental friendly, 
low cost energy supply has therefore, necessitated the exploitation of new renewable 
energy resources. Hydro, wind, solar, nuclear and bio-fuels are regarded as the primary 
renewable energy resources which show promising power producing capabilities in 
present years as well as for next few decades. According to the Annual Energy Outlook, 
the primary energy consumption in 2008 crossed 99.3 quadrillion BTU of which only 7% 
was based on renewable energy resources (see Figure 1.1) [1-3]. Even though coal (23%) 
and petroleum (37%) remains the most important fuels for US electricity generation; the 
projection over the next 25 years suggests an improved market share of renewable 
resources to ~ 17% by 2035. However, by this time, energy consumption in the US will 
increase to 117.8 quadrillion BTU (Figure 1.2) [1-2]. The 2007 US Ocean Wave and 
Current Energy report by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) estimated nearly 
55 GW of new renewable capacity in US by 2020 [4]. Till date, however, the increased 
usage of efficient renewable energy resources resulted in only 9% overall growth of 
energy related CO2 emission (0.4% growth per year) as compared to 14% increase in 
total energy usage expected over the period of 2008-2035 [1]. On this regard, a proper 
utilization of the aforementioned renewable technology principles offers a sustainable 
option to augment traditional energy technologies to meet the need of the present 





(a)                                                                (b) 
Figure 1.1.  (a) Primary Energy Consumption in USA for the year 2008. (b) Distribution 
                    of different renewable energy resources in USA for the year 2008 [1-2] 
 
 
Figure 1.2.  Projection of percentage shares of conventional fossil fuels and renewable 
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1.2. HYDROPOWER: OVERVIEW 
 Hydropower is considered to be a sustainable energy resource owing to its 
potential to generate ~ 2 GW of energy utilizing potential energy of water with negligible 
environmental effect [5]. As seen in Figure 1.1, hydropower delivers 34% of total 
renewable energy production in USA, the second highest share after biomass (53%) [1-
2]. However, the growth rate of large hydropower has declined in recent years as 
potential sites have already been utilized and new sites are unavailable mostly due to 
environmental, space and socio-political constraints [6]. Furthermore, the problem is 
aggravated by the huge construction costs of dams/reservoirs, power stations and other 
accessories which make it less feasible from an application point of view [7]. In the 
context of increased usage of alternative energies, focus has shifted to the exploitation of 
small scale hydropower energy which possesses significant economic advantages in 
reduced constructional, operational and maintenance costs while providing sufficient 
flexibility for wide range of application due to its modular and scalable design [8]. Over 
the last decade, small-scale micro hydropower systems with power output  20 kW have 
been primarily designed for low head applications (5-20 m) allowing the flexibility of its 
application along the entire river [9-12]. The primary limitation of these systems however 
is governed by its higher installation cost. For sites of a given power, head reduction is 
associated with increased volumetric flow rate. Therefore the penstocks and turbines need 
to be of larger size to carry this increased flow which inevitably makes it more expensive 
on a unit-kW basis compared to traditional higher head sites (dams). In addition, these 
micro-hydro power plants can only be installed at locations where a static head of water 
exists (5-20 m), making it suitable for only limited applications. A growing interest has 
been observed recently in developing turbines which offers an exciting proposition of 
extraction of energy from river under zero static head – a new class of turbines known as 




1.2.1. Design configuration of hydrokinetic turbines.  Hydrokinetic turbines are 
designed to be deployed in river streams capturing kinetic energy from flowing water 
across a rotor which is coupled to an electromechanical energy converter that 
subsequently generates electricity without any diversion of the flow path (Figure 1.3). 
The principle of operation of hydrokinetic turbine is similar to wind turbine (Figure 1.4); 
the only difference being the difference in fluid density (water being 850 times heavier 
than air). The principle subsystems of a typical hydrokinetic turbine are shown in Figure 
1.4 and include [17]: 
 Rotor and hub: The rotor consists of the hub and blades of the turbine. The turbine 
blades are conventionally bolted to the hub. The design of rotor is considered to 
be a primary challenge from both hydrodynamics and economics standpoint. 
Details about the turbine blade designs are discussed in subsequent chapters. 
 Drive-train: The drive train consists of the rotating parts of the turbine which 
includes a low speed shaft (on the rotor side), a gearbox, high speed shaft (on the 
generator side) and support bearings. The purpose of the gearbox is to speed up 
the rate of rotation of the rotor from a lower value to a rate suitable for driving a 
standard generator. 
 Generator: The generator transforms mechanical energy from the rotor to 
electrical energy which is then passed on to the grid. 
 Nacelle: Nacelle includes the turbine housing and main frame which provides for 
the mounting and proper alignment of drive-train components. The nacelle cover 
is hermetically sealed which protects the turbine components from water.  
 Diffuser: A diffuser is provided around the hydrokinetic turbine to draw more 
fluid through it and also increase the available pressure drop across the turbine by 
recovering some of the velocity head downstream as pressure head. This option is 
however not used in all available designs on the market. 








                  
(a)                                                                             (b) 
Figure 1.3.  (a) Axial hydrokinetic turbine developed by Verdant Power [15]; (b) arrays 




Figure 1.4.  Schematic of a hydrokinetic turbine 
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The US has over 250,000 rivers, with a total of about 3.5 million miles of river 
banks. The longest river in the US is the Missouri river which is 2,540 miles long [18]. In 
addition, the Mississippi river, which flows through St. Louis, is the largest in terms of 
annual volumetric flow rate. Rolla and the Missouri S&T campus are strategically placed 
as we are at the heartland of the Missouri-Mississippi basin with over 3000 miles of river 
banks in the state. The placement of hydrokinetic turbines in the surrounding river basins 
therefore offer significant economic advantages to the local community [19]. From 
design/implementation point of view, the primary advantages associated with 
hydrokinetic turbines are: 
 No alteration of natural pathways of streams: Unlike wind power, river flow is 
predictable and unidirectional in nature which eliminates the need of changing the 
flow direction or additional fast control mechanism (yawing is required in wind 
turbines) and allows fixed orientation of turbine rotors for long term application.  
 Higher level of energy extraction due to near surface placement: The energy flux 
contained in water streams is dependent on the density of the fluid, cross-sectional 
area and fluid velocity. 




AVP                                                   (1.1) 
where,  is water density (equal to 998.2 kg/m3), A is turbine swept area and V is 
the water flow velocity. Therefore, maximum energy can be extracted when the 
turbine is placed near the fluid surface. 
 Minimal civil engineering work: These turbines are conventionally placed on 
floating pontoons (Figure 1.5), fixed to a structure on the surface or on the river 
bed (Figure 1.6). This significantly reduces the need of civil engineering work.  
 Reduced environmental hazards- In contrast to large or micro hydropower 
systems, the impact of the hydrokinetic turbines on the river course, ecosystem 
and wildlife is small due to its compact scalable design.  
 Use of available technologies- The basic turbine technologies such as rotor hub 
and blade, generator and other power convertors are readily available in market 
which reduces the overall cost of the system and enables lower level of technical 
sophistication for proper functioning of such turbines. 
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 Use of channel augmentation- Channel augmentation induces a lower pressure 
within a constrained area resulting in increased flow velocity. Turbines placed 
inside such channels will be subjected to higher flow velocity which increases 
total power capture significantly. These diffuser-augmented systems possess 
several practical challenges while implementing in a wind turbine due to the 
tower-head placement, variable orientation and size of the turbines (see Figure 
1.7). The implementations of diffusers in hydrokinetic turbine are subjected to 
lesser hazards due to its unidirectional motion and near surface placement.   
  Diversity of applications- The foremost objective of hydrokinetic turbines is 
production of electricity which have multiple other applications that include water 
pumping for storage, small industry, irrigation, human consumption and military 
usage and most importantly zero pollutant emission for generation of same 
amount of electricity. 
 Noise and aesthetics- Unlike wind turbine, underwater installation of hydrokinetic 
turbines causes no noise disturbance and has negligible visual impact. The impact 
on river navigation, swimming and boating can be minimized by efficient design. 
At turbine installation locations, the placement of drawbridges or moveable 
bridge arrangements can also make unobstructed navigational pathway in rivers. 
 
Figure 1.5.  Pontoon structure with raised rotor implemented in Alaska river in-stream 





Figure 1.6.  Various floating pontoon and fixed structure based hydrokinetic turbine 






Figure 1.7.  Rotech tidal ducted turbine developed by Lunar Energy [22] 
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1.2.2. Hydrokinetic turbines: Classification.  Hydrokinetic turbines are 
primarily classified based on the direction of rotation of the turbine rotor relative to the 
water flow at a particular location. Conventionally two types of hydrokinetic turbines are: 
horizontal axis (Figure 1.8a) where the rotational axis of rotor is parallel to incoming 
water stream) [16, 20-22] and vertical or cross-flow turbine (Figure 1.8b) where 
rotational axis is perpendicular to the incoming water stream [6, 23-25]. A comparative 
analysis between horizontal axis hydrokinetic turbines (henceforth referred to as HAHkT) 
and vertical/ cross flow turbines has been discussed in Table 1.1. It has been observed 
that HAHkT has proven to be more efficient than its vertical axis counterpart owing to 
lower incidence losses, less vibration and more uniform lift forces [14, 17, 26]. The 
blades in HAHkT move perpendicular to the fluid motion receiving power through whole 
rotation. In contrast, vertical axis turbines involve various reciprocating actions requiring 
hydrofoil surfaces to back-track against the fluid for part of the cycle resulting in lower 
efficiency. In other words, horizontal axis turbine’s swept area always faces the fluid as 
contrary to vertical axis turbines where swept area is perpendicular to the fluid motion. 
As a result part of the swept area is working while part of it is simply being blown around 
not at an optimal angle to generate lift resulting in lesser efficiency than HAHkT. In 
addition, the flexibility of placement of HAHkT to near water surface in rivers, self-
starting behavior, absence of shaking force and less usage of materials makes HAHkT to 
be more efficient than vertical axis hydrokinetic turbines.  
         This MS thesis research focuses on design and critical performance evaluation of 
HAHkTs. Our hydrodynamic design of HAHkT illustrates the need of complex blade 
profiles which increases overall cost of the system due to increased manufacturing costs. 
Turbine blades are often subjected to steady load due to mean water speed, centrifugal 
load due to blade rotation and weight of the blades and cyclic or periodic load due to the 
rotation of the rotor. These loads serve as inputs for the design of blades followed by an 
appropriate material selection for the component. This problem however can be resolved 
with advanced composite blade design which produces both structural rigidity and higher 








                                                                      (b) 
Figure 1.8.  (a) Horizontal axis hydrokinetic turbine prototype Seagen developed by 
                    Marine Current Turbines Limited [30] (b) Vertical axis hydrokinetic turbines 




Table 1.1.  Comparison between horizontal axis and vertical/cross flow turbines 
Characteristics Axial turbine Vertical/Cross flow turbines 
Placement Designed for either bottom 
structure mounting (BSM), 
floating (FSM) and near surface 
arrangements (NSM). This 
provides flexibility in selection of 
mounting systems. 
These turbines are mainly placed 
with NSM arrangement allowing 
the generator to be placed above 
the water level resulting in lesser 
power production. 
Efficiency Possess higher efficiency due to 
lower incidence losses.(A loss that 
refers to any work done in turning 
the working fluid from its 
direction of approach to the rotor 
to the direction required by the 
blade passage) 
Flow enters over one half of the 
periphery radially inward, and 
emerges over its other half flowing 
radially outward. The velocity near 
the center of vortex is higher than 
the velocity further away from 
center resulting in lower efficiency. 
Self starting Blades are designed to have 
sufficient taper and twist such that 
lift forces are exerted uniformly 
along the blade. Turbines are self 
starting in nature. 
Turbines suffer from low or 
negative torque at tip-speed ratios 
which prevent the turbine from 
accelerating up to operating speeds. 
This creates a significant problem 
to low head less water speed sites. 
Vibration Not subjected to any vibration as a 
result of continuously changing 
angles of attack. 
Turbine blades are subjected to 
cyclic tangential pulls and generate 
significant torque ripple at the 
output. Serious problem if 
frequency of vibration coincides 




1.2.3. Hydrokinetic turbines: A technology review.  Hydrokinetic power 
utilization started in 1978 with the development of the Garman Turbine for water 
pumping and irrigation [27]. Within a period of four years, a total of nine prototypes were 
built and tested on the White Nile (in Juba, Sudan) having a total of 15,500 operational 
hours. More recent commercial applications include turbines built by various companies 
in Europe, USA and Canada such as Rutten Company, Belgium [28], Tyson turbine [29],  
Marlec Engineering Co. Ltd. [30], Verdant Power [31] and Alternative Hydro Solutions 
Ltd., Canada [32]. A detailed list of all the existing hydrokinetic projects is given in 
Table 1.2. The Kinetic Hydro Power System (KHPS) developed by Verdant Power 
consists of a 5 m diameter three-bladed axial flow turbines rated at 35 kW and operates 
over a large range of speeds. The turbine rotor is coupled by a step up gear box which 
drives a grid-connected three-phase induction generator. The turbine operates at 1-2 m/s 
at a minimum water depth of 6 m in rivers, tidal estuaries and near shore oceans [31]. 
Hydro Green Energy LLC/Inc. has developed dual duct, axial flow, zero head current-
based turbine arrays of 350 kW power capacities operating in river, ocean and tidal 
settings [33]. The turbines possess high capacity factors (more than 90%) for in-stream 
river and ocean current applications and surface suspension system provides operational 
maintenance and safety advantages. Thropton Energy Services manufactured a pontoon-
mounted, low power, propeller fan style turbines designed as stand-alone units having 
maximum power output of 2 kW [34]. Marlec has teamed up their engineering and 
manufacturing expertise with Thropton Energy Services to develop Amazon Aqua 
Charger, a battery charging water current turbine. The turbine is lowered into a river or 
canal deeper than 1.75 m and generates power between water speeds 0.45-1.5 m/s. The 
tidal turbine generator developed by Clean Current Power Systems consists of a bi-
directional ducted horizontal axis turbine with a direct drive variable speed permanent 
magnet generator. The commercial scale model is 14 m in diameter with 250 kW 
production capacity. The Underwater Electric Kite (UEK) system employs two axial flow 
turbines in a side-by-side configuration with each turbine consisting five blades driving 
single internal generator housed within the nacelle [31, 35]. The turbine is designed to 
operate in river, tidal and ocean currents and can extract power under operational flow 
velocity of 0.2 m/s or less. 
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          The preliminary investigations on the use of hydrokinetic technologies for in-land 
water resources have also been conducted by several US Government organizations and 
laboratories such as US Department of Energy, Idaho National Laboratory [15] and EPRI 
[36] over last few years. There has been a common agreement from all the sectors 
regarding the potential of hydrokinetic technology as a next generation renewable energy 
resources.  
1.2.4. Hydrokinetic turbines: Economic standpoint. The primary barrier of 
increased widespread usage of different renewable resources like solar, nuclear, 
photovoltaics and fuel cells is associated with the economics involved in its production. 
Although many of these resources are able to address the global environmental concerns 
(i.e. reduction of greenhouse gas emission) and energy security concerns, they are much 
more expensive than conventional fossil fuels like coal and oil making them 
economically unattractive. The initial cost of energy (COE) calculations for hydrokinetic 
systems are promising from the economic standpoint, primarily because the overall cost 
associated with proper functioning of hydrokinetic system is comparatively less 
compared to a traditional hydro wind turbines of similar capacity. The estimate was based 
on Simple Payback Period (SPP) for each system which is an indicator of the economic 
value of the potential project defined as the period of time required for the return on an 
investment to repay the sum of original investment. A shorter payback period is more 
preferable on this regard. The construction cost of Hoover dam back in 1930s was around 
$50 million for generating 2078 MW electricity. Assuming a 5% inflation rate, the cost of 
power is $1200/kW for construction only. Additional fixed costs associated with building 
turbine, penstock, power station and manpower result in a SPP of more than 5 years when 
selling cost is assumed 11 cents/kW-hr. Similar analysis can also be performed for wind 
turbines where average installation cost is $3000-5000/kW [37]. In comparison, 
hydrokinetic systems have an overall cost of $2000-2500/kW due to its smaller overall 
structures. According to Hydro-Volts, a 10 kW hydrokinetic turbine with15 years of 
product life would result in SPP of 4 years when fixed maintenance cost of $1000/year 
has been assumed [38]. Similar analysis has been undertaken by Verdant power who  
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suggests an average 3 year SPP where a large array of turbines justifies more profit 
compared to other two systems [15]. Figure 1.9 shows production cost comparisons of 
different energy resources expressed in $/kW-hour [15, 44-48]. It can be observed that 
hydrokinetic power production from river or tidal current costs less (6 cents/kW-hour) 
than most other renewable energy resources.   
            An important comparison can be drawn at this point between a wind turbine and a 
HAHkT from space and component size consideration as shown in Table 1.3. Assuming 
an average water speed of 2.5 m/s as observed in most of the rivers, the power density of 
HAHkT corresponds to 7.8 kW/m
2
. In comparison, the power density for wind turbine 
was 1.1 kW/m
2
 for average wind speed of 12 m/s. A power coefficient (CP) of 0.35 was 
assumed for all calculations. This illustrates that HAHkTs offer better modularity, 
scalability and more economic design than a wind turbine for same power capacity. 
However the technical challenges associated with hydrokinetic turbines needs to be 
assessed to define appropriate technology classes, design of individual turbine 
components and power conversion systems for the hydrokinetic technologies before 
realizing true commercial success of the present technology. 
 
       
                                  (a)                                                                      (b)  
Figure 1.9.  Comparison between production cost of (a) different hydrokinetic systems 


















































Table 1.3.  Size comparison between wind power and hydrokinetic power systems 
Parameter Wind Power Horizontal/Vertical axis Hydrokinetic power 
Power 
capacity 
1 MW 100 units, 
10kW each 
1000 units, 1 kW each 
Turbine 
diameter 
~ 60 m 2.1m  0.68 m  2.7 m  
Flow cut-off 
speed 




A  2800 m2 A  3.7m2; 
Total  370 m2  
0.366 m
2
       
Total  366 m2           
5.725 m
2
             













1.2.5. Hydrokinetic turbines: Technical challenges.  As an emerging class of 
energy resource, the underlying technical challenges and viabilities associated with 
hydrokinetic technology have not been properly assessed till date. The primary barriers 
include: 
 Availability of resourceful sites: An ideal resourceful site requires detailed 
investigation of macro scale site assessment with focus on annual energy yield 
and analysis of river characteristics. The spatial and temporal flow properties of 
river along with the data regarding river depth, cross-section, navigation and 
aquatic life is required to extract energy in regular manner. 
 Economic considerations: The success of present technology is highly dependent 
on the economics associated with capital, operations and maintenance cost, design              
simplicity, and material and labor engagement. 
 Optimum systems design: An optimum systems design and configuration of 
individual units from cost and performance point of view and its compatibility 
with selected sites is a significant technical challenge for a HAHkT system. 
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Selection of optimum rotor configuration, number of blades, materials of different 
turbine components, and design of proper drive-train with suitable gearing and 
bearing mechanism is of prime interest. Quite often these HAHkTs suffer from 
low efficiency due to the non-optimized rotor configuration [39]. Moreover, 
systems performance that includes increased efficiency and better control are two 
important factors for maximizing power extraction. Among different aspects that 
are associated with the optimum rotor configuration, rotor hydrodynamics play a 
key role for efficient operation of hydrokinetic turbines which provides the 
motivation for the current work. 
1.3. THESIS OVERVIEW 
         One of the primary technical challenges associated with proper implementation of 
HAHkTs deals with an optimum design of the entire system to maximize its efficiency. 
The current work aims at a detailed hydrodynamic study of HAHkTs to increase the 
power coefficient in order to maximize the amount of energy harnessed from the river 
flow. The overall goal of the current project deals with the thorough understanding of the 
governing parameters related to the hydrodynamics of HAHkTs and their influence on 
increasing the efficiency of the system. The thesis is organized as follows: an overview of 
the functional procedure and related hydrodynamic challenges of HAHkT is discussed in 
Chapter 2. The formulation of classical hydrodynamic theory, also termed as Blade 
Element Momentum (BEM) theory is also discussed with focus on useful definitions of 
all the related governing parameters associated with hydrokinetic system. Chapter 3 
details the numerical CFD modeling methods to study the hydrodynamic performance of 
HAHkTs. The related features of commercial meshing software (GAMBIT 2.4.6) and a 
finite volume solver (Fluent 12.0) are also discussed. The simulation results are discussed 
in Chapter 4. The numerical model is validated with results from the BEM model. 
Furthermore, we discuss the hydrodynamic performance of HAHkT under different 
turbine geometries and flow conditions. This is followed by a turbine rotor design 
optimization based on the maximum efficiency of the system. Finally, Chapter 5 
discusses our conclusion based on hydrodynamic design and optimization and the future 
work directions on this topic.  
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2. HYDRODYNAMICS OF HAHkT 
2.1. BASIC OVERVIEW 
               Hydrokinetic energy conversion devices are designed to be deployed in a stream 
or current capturing kinetic energy from the flow to power a generator. Although the 
operational principle of these turbines are similar to that of wind turbines, the higher 
density of water results in much smaller hydrokinetic units when compared to wind 
turbine for the same rated power. This kind of small hydrokinetic unit is considered to be 
environmental friendly with water passing through the generator is being directed back 
into the stream with relatively small impact on surrounding ecology [40]. Although the 
density of water is 850 times higher than that of air, the average flow velocities for 
hydrokinetic turbines are normally an order of magnitude smaller than that of a wind 
turbine. This results in a similar operational range of Reynolds number (Re) for both 
hydrokinetic and wind systems allowing similar experimental hydrofoil/airfoil data to be 
used in the design process [40]. Over the years, wind turbines have grown in size with 
larger rotor and taller tower being designed to take the advantage of faster wind speeds 
when placed much higher from the surface. In contrast, hydrokinetic turbines are limited 
in size by the dimensions of the channel in which they are placed. Therefore in order to 
provide more flexibility with the usage of such turbines, the current work is based on the 
design of low capacity HAHkTs ( 10 kW) due to their usage in military applications for 
powering advanced posts and civilian usage for power generation in small, rural hard to 
reach communities. The two most important aspects that are addressed in this work 
involve a detailed hydrodynamic analysis of hydrokinetic turbines and design 
optimization based on its performance. Unlike wind turbines, however, hydrokinetic 
turbines must be designed to avoid cavitation under which low pressures on the 
hydrofoil’s surface results in local boiling of the water and lead to accelerated wear and 
increased load uncertainty. This chapter deals with various hydrodynamic aspects of 




2.2.1. Principle features of hydrodynamics.  The prediction of hydrodynamic 
performance of HAHkTs is rendered complicated by several interrelated parameters such 
as blade profile, blade tip losses, rotational speed of the rotor and angle of attack. In 
addition flow conditions that include incident flow speed (average free-stream velocity) 
and free-stream turbulence effects the performance of the turbine. A non-dimensional 
similarity analysis suggests that overall performance of such turbines is primarily 
governed by four quantities:  
 Reynolds number (Re) (i.e. ratio of inertia force to viscous force) 
 Tip speed ratio (TSR) (i.e. ratio of blade tip speed to fluid speed)  
 Solidity () (i.e. ratio of total blade chord to turbine circumference) and  
 Number of blades (N)  
The effects of each of these quantities need to be carefully analyzed to develop a 
thorough understanding of the flow hydrodynamics. Depending on inlet flow conditions, 
the solidity and TSR need to be properly optimized since higher solidity is associated 
with low TSR and hence lower efficiency due to blade stalling at higher flow incidence. 
On the contrary, high TSR results in low lift coefficient due to lower AOA resulting in 
reduction of efficiency.  
The flow in turbine blade tip and root region also becomes highly complicated 
due to the rotational effect of the turbine. Hydrokinetic turbines are associated with a 
downstream region of reduced flow speed which is termed as wake. A detailed study of 
near wake velocity distribution plays an important role in determining power extraction 
and power output for hydrokinetic turbines. Axial velocity deficit, wake width and 
turbulent properties of wake are associated with flow separation from the surface of the 
blade which in turn affects the efficiency of the turbine. Unlike wind turbines, 
hydrokinetic turbines are subjected to cavitation - a condition under which low pressure 
on the hydrofoil surface can result in local boiling of water and lead to accelerated wear 
on the blade surface. Cavitation primarily occurs in the region of high flow velocity 
where the local static pressure falls below the vapor pressure of the fluid resulting in 
formation of vapor bubbles [26, 41]. As water flows through the blade passage, these 
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vapor bubbles move to a higher pressure region which is associated with further bubble 
growth followed by sudden collapse creating extremely high pressure on blade surface. 
The impact of bubble collapse during cavitation is extremely critical since it erodes the 
blade solid surface (pitting corrosion) and hence affects smooth turbine operation. 
Cavitation, therefore, imposes restrictions on blade loading and blade design and proper 
analysis needs to be performed to avoid cavitation by proper optimization of pressure 
distribution on the blades to avoid the areas of high relative velocity. Before discussing 
different hydrodynamic aspects in a more detailed fashion, the definitions and 
mathematical formulations of the theoretical models are introduced next. 
2.2.2. Basic definitions  
Tip speed ratio (TSR): The tip speed ratio is defined as the ratio of the tangential velocity 
at the tip of the blade to the free stream flow velocity:  





                                                           (2.1) 
where, R is the radius of the turbine blade,  is the angular velocity of the rotor and U 
denotes the fluid velocity. The tip speed ratio dictates the operating condition of the 
turbine and it affects a number of flow parameters as will be discussed later on.  
Solidity (): The turbine solidity is defined as the ratio of blade area to the turbine swept 
area, i.e. the fraction of the area occupied by the turbine blades: 







)(                                                            (2.2) 
where, N is the number of blades, c is the chord length and r is an arbitrary radial section 
along the blade span.  
Lift (L) and Lift Coefficient (CL): Lift is defined as the force acting on the hydrofoil 
normal to the free-stream direction. Lift force generated by the blades can be attributed to 
a distributed bound vortex via Kutta-Joukowski law [42]: 
                                                                   UL                                                        (2.3)  
where,  is the fluid density and  is the circulation or vortex strength around the 
hydrofoil. The lift force is a consequence of the unequal pressure on the upper and lower 
hydrofoil surfaces.  Lift coefficient is defined by: 
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                                                     (2.4) 
Drag (D) and Drag coefficient (CD): Drag is defined as the force in the flow direction 
arising from the viscous friction forces at the surface of the hydrofoil and from the 
unequal pressure on the hydrofoil surface. Drag coefficient is expressed as: 








                                                         (2.5) 
The lift and drag in Eq. (2.4) and Eq. (2.5) denotes forces per unit blade span 
respectively. These coefficients are again dependent on angle of attack () and Re. The 
lift force is a consequence of the unequal pressure on the upper and lower hydrofoil 
surfaces. However the drag force is due to both viscous friction forces at the surface of 
the hydrofoil and to unequal pressure on the hydrofoil surfaces facing toward and away 
from the incoming flow.  
Power coefficient (CP): The power coefficient is defined as the fraction of the power in 
the water that is extracted by the turbine rotor and is expressed as: 








                                                           (2.6) 
where, P is the power output of the turbine and A is the cross-sectional area or swept area 
of the turbine.  
Thrust coefficient (CT): The thrust coefficient for the integral thrust force (T) acting on 
the rotor can be defined as: 








                                                           (2.7) 
Pressure Coefficient (Cp): The pressure coefficient primarily dictates the generation of 
lift for the hydrofoil and is expressed as: 








                                                            (2.8) 
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where, P denotes pressure at any location of the hydrofoil section and P denotes free 
stream ambient pressure.  
Axial induction factor (a): It is defined as the fractional decrease in water speed between 
the free stream flow and the rotor plane: 
                                                               
U
U
a x1                                                        (2.9) 
where, Ux corresponds to axial velocity behind the rotor plane and U is the free stream 
flow speed. The angular induction factor ( a ) is similarly defined as the fractional 
increase in angular velocity due to the increased angular velocity at the blades from the 
conservation of momentum. These induction factors a and a are related to the angle of 
relative water flow () by: 











tan                                 (2.10) 
where, r is the local tip speed ratio at any radial location r from the rotor hub, P is the 
turbine pitch and  is the angle of attack. Under combined effect of free stream fluid flow 
and rotation of the turbine, the fluid velocity (Urel) can be expressed as the resultant of 
both velocity components: 
                                                        2/1222 )( RUUrel                                             (2.11) 
The axial and tangential velocity components can also be expressed in terms of induction 
factors: 









                                               (2.12) 
The magnitudes of these induction factors will be iteratively determined to calculate the 
power coefficient of the turbine.   
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2.2.3. Blade element momentum (BEM) theory.  The basic performance of 
hydrokinetic turbines can be modeled using blade element momentum (BEM) theory for 
high aspect ratio blades. The resulting flow resembles a two-dimensional flow over the 
blade section before blade stall. In BEM theory, the performance is analyzed along the 
rotor between radius r and radius (r+r) to match the forces generated by the blade 
elements to the changes in momentum occurring in the fluid flowing through the rotor 
disc across thickness r. Applying conservation of linear momentum to the control 
volume, the differential contribution of thrust (dT) and torque (dQ) can be expressed as a 
function of axial and angular induction factors: 
                                         rdraaUdT  )1(42                                                        (2.13)                                 
                                       drrUaadQ  3)1(4                                                      (2.14) 
The formulation of BEM theory is based on the following assumptions: 
(a) There is no hydrodynamic interaction between the blade elements 
(b) Incompressible, inviscid and steady state flow field 
(c) The forces on the blades are determined by the lift and drag characteristics of 
the hydrofoil shapes 
(d) No cavitation phenomenon 
The overall flow phenomenon over a hydrofoil and the associated relationships between 
various forces, angles and velocities at the turbine blade is shown in Figure 2.1. In the 
figure, p is the section pitch angle defined by the angle between the chord line and the 
plane of rotation, 
0p
 is the blade pitch angle at the tip, T is the blade twist angle,  is the 
angle of attack defined by the angle between the chord line and the relative water flow,  
is the angle of relative water flow, Urel is the relative water velocity, dFL is the 
incremental lift force, dFD is the incremental drag force, dFN is the incremental force 
normal to the plane of rotation and dFT is the incremental force tangential to the swept 
area of the rotor. The twist angle is a function of the blade geometry whereas p changes 
with the position of the blade. If the rotor has N blades, the total normal force on the 
section at a distance r from the center is given by: 
                                           cdrCCUNdF DLrelN )sincos(
2
1 2                            (2.15)  
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where, dFN is the force that contributes to the thrust of the turbine. The differential torque 
due to the tangential force operating at a distance r from the center is given by: 
                                        crdrCCUNdQ DLrel )cossin(
2
1 2                                (2.16) 
Eq. (2.15) and Eq. (2.16) can also be written substituting Urel as a function of free stream 
water speed: 











                          (2.17) 













                           (2.18) 
where,  is the local solidity defined as: 














          According to the blade element momentum theory the differential thrust and torque 
obtained from momentum theory (Eq. 2.13 and Eq. 2.14) is equated with that obtained 
using blade element theory (Eq. 2.17) and Eq. 2.18). Assuming CD = 0, the final 
expressions for a and a are given as: 












a                                                   (2.20) 











                                                      (2.21) 
         The calculation of forces and the induction factors involves an iterative procedure 
which is repeated until the newly calculated values lie within acceptable tolerance limit. 
The power contribution from each annulus is given by: 
                                                           dQdP                                                           (2.22) 
Therefore, the power coefficient CP can be expressed as: 













                                                     (2.23) 
where, rh is the rotor radius at the hub of the blade. Substituting the expression of 
differential torque in Eq. (2.18) into Eq. (2.23) and performing further simplification, the 
final expression of CP is obtained: 





















                             (2.24) 
where, h is the local tip speed ratio at the hub. 
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2.2.4. Limitations and improvements of BEM theory.  In BEM theory, the 
thrust by the blades on the flow is assumed to be constant on an annular element of the 
rotor disc. This corresponds to an infinite number of blades which in reality is impossible. 
Moreover, the presence of finite number of turbine blades is associated with tip-loss from 
blade tips, a phenomenon observed in most wind turbines. The pressure on the suction 
side of the blade is always lower than that on the pressure side. As a result, water tends to 
flow around the tip from the lower to upper surface reducing lift and hence lower 
production near the tip. One of the most convenient methods to include this tip loss effect 
has been developed by Prandtl [43] who introduced a correction factor F into the thrust 
and torque equations described before. The correction factor is a function of the number 
of blades, the angle of relative water flow and the position on the blade and expressed as 
[17]: 


































F                               (2.25)  
where, the angle resulting from the inverse cosine function is assumed to be in radians. 
As observed in Eq. (2.25) the tip-loss correction factor characterizes the reduction in the 
forces at a radius r along the blade due to the tip-loss at the end of the blade and its value 
lies between 0 and 1. Incorporation of tip-loss correction factor results in following 
transformation of the thrust, torque and CP equations: 
                                                    rdraaUFdT  )1(42                                          (2.26) 
                                                 drRUaaFdQ  3)1(4                                        (2.27) 






















     (2.28)   
           In BEM theory, the thrust forces determined from the momentum theory are 
equated with the forces obtained from blade element theory to determine the angle of 
attack at the blade. The momentum theory is however valid for axial induction factor (a) 
≤ 0.5. A low water speed is associated with higher CT and a. Increase in CT, however, 
leads to an increase in the expansion of the wake which results in a velocity jump 
between upstream and downstream boundary conditions. The free shear layer at the edge 
of the wake becomes unstable which leads to formation of eddies start behind the rotor. 
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These eddies transport momentum from the outer flow into the wake and this condition is 
known as turbulent wake state [44]. The turbulent wake state is characterized by a large 
expansion of slip stream, turbulence and recirculation behind the rotor. Different 
empirical relationships have been made for CT to fit with experimental measurements 
[45]: 
                                                 )1(4 aaFCT    when a ≤ ac                                     (2.29) 
                                      ])21([4 2 aaaFC ccT   when a > ac  (ac  0.2)                 (2.30) 
In case of a > ac , the axial induction factor is evaluated as: 
                           )1(4)2)21(()21(2
2
1 22  ccc KaaKaKa                  (2.31) 









;   sincos DLN CCC   
Glauert’s empirical relationship was derived to determine the overall thrust coefficient 
for a rotor. However, it can also be applied to calculate equivalent local thrust 
coefficients for each annular blade section which can be expressed as: 








                                     (2.32) 
2.2.5. Optimum blade shape design.  The optimum blade shape for an ideal 
rotor needs to be determined taking wake rotation under consideration. For simplicity, the 
optimization considers CD = 0 and Prandtl tip-loss factor F = 1. The optimization is 
performed by taking the partial derivative of the part of the integral for CP given in Eq. 
(2.28) as: 






                            (2.33) 
Eq. (2.33) on further simplification finally yields the relationship between  and r and 
the expression of chord length (c) as:  













                                                     (2.34) 







c                                                     (2.35) 
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2.2.6. Wake region and velocity deficit. The fluid that passes through the cross-
section of hydrokinetic turbine rotor exerts a torque on the rotor shaft and an equal and 
opposite torque is imposed upon the flow stream by the rotating blades. Consequently, 
the fluid rotates in a direction opposite to that of the rotor at the downstream location. 
The angular momentum is therefore, increased in the wake as a result of which fluid 
particles possess tangential velocity component in addition to the stream-wise flow 
component. In basic momentum theory, the fluid that passes through the rotor disc 
undergoes an overall change in velocity and a rate of change momentum, which arises 
from the pressure difference inside the rotor disc; whereas, the pressure outside the 
streamtube remains atmospheric. When wake rotation is introduced, the tangential 
component of the rotor wake flow produces an increase of its kinetic energy which is 
compensated by an additional fall in the static pressure (pr) to that of the one-
dimensional theory [46]: 
                                                                 22
2
1
rapr                                          (2.36) 
          Across the rotor, the value of angular induction factor ( a ) changes from 0 at the 
upstream of the rotor (no rotation) to a different value at the immediate downstream due 
to the tangential component (2 a r). Although the axial induction factor (a) for 
maximum power extraction is same for rotating as well as non rotating wake cases, a  
varies with the radial position. The tangential velocity increases with decrease in radius 
and therefore the pressure also decreases creating the radial pressure gradient. This radial 
pressure gradient balances the centrifugal force on the rotating fluid. The pressure drop 
across the rotor disc caused by the rate of change of axial momentum adds to the pressure 
drop associated with the rotation of the wake. The usable part of the total available 
energy is therefore reduced resulting in smaller power coefficient when compared with 
linear momentum theory.   
           The wake of a turbine is conventionally divided into a near wake and a far wake. 
The near wake region is considered as the area one rotor diameter downstream to the 
rotor plane where the turbine geometry determines the shape of the flow field and the 
performance of the turbine. The near wake region is associated with reduced water speed 
and the velocity deficit is normally attained after one to two rotor diameters downstream. 
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        Here the axial pressure gradient is primarily responsible for the development of the 
wake deficit. The effect of the number of blades, blade hydrodynamics including stalled 
flow, three-dimensional flow characteristics and tip vortices are the primary features in 
near wake region [47]. The far wake is the region beyond the near wake (Figure 2.2), 
where the focus is given on the mutual influence of the turbines when they are placed in 
cluster. In the far wake region, the actual rotor shape becomes less important, and more 
emphasis is given on wake modeling, wake interference (wake farms), turbulence 
modeling and other topological effects. The difference in velocity between the water 
inside and outside the wake results in a shear layer, which thickens as it moves 
downstream. As the thrust on the rotor increases, the wake velocity starts decreasing 
which ultimately results in larger shear due to the increased difference in flow velocities 
inside and outside the wake. For very high rotor loading, a large amount of kinetic energy 
of the incoming flow is converted to the large scale turbulent motion, leading to the 
turbulent wake state. The mixing of lower velocity fluid in the wake with the higher 
velocity outside the wake allows the momentum transfer which ultimately results in 
expansion of the wake and reduction of the velocity deficit. In brief, the near wake 
research is focused on the performance and physical process of power extraction whereas 
the far wake research is more focused on the mutual influence of individual turbines 
when they are placed in clusters. Under the clustered condition, the incident flow over the 
affected turbines has a lower velocity and higher turbulence intensity which results in 
lower power production and increase in unsteady loads.  
 
Figure 2.2.  Velocity profile in the wake of a wind turbine [53] 
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2.2.7. Static and dynamic stall.   The fundamental principle associated with the 
flow dynamics of hydrokinetic turbines is similar to the flow over a hydrofoil with the 
incoming flow at a given angle of attack (α) produces CL to rotate the turbine blades.  At 
low to moderate angle of attack, CL varies linearly with α, where the flow moves 
smoothly over the hydrofoil and is attached over most of the surface as shown in Figure 
2.3a. However as α becomes large, the flow tends to separate from the top surface (see 
Figure 2.3b), creating a large wake behind the hydrofoil. Inside the separated region, the 
flow starts recirculating and part of the flow moves in a direction opposite to the free-
stream producing a reversed flow condition. This separated flow is caused by the viscous 
effects on the suction surface of the hydrofoil as a consequence of which lift is decreased 
and drag is increased for flows having high α. The total drag is composed of two 
individual components: the first one is termed as skin friction drag which is defined as 
the component of the integral of the shear stress over the body in the drag direction; the 
other drag is termed as pressure drag due to separation which is defined as the component 
of the integral of the pressure distribution over the body in the drag direction [48]. Under 
this condition, the hydrofoil is said to be stalled and the maximum value of CL occurs just 
prior to the onset of stall. Beyond the static stall a substantial loss of CL occurs with 
significant increase in CD which governs the operating condition of α during fluid flow. 
          The flow in the hydrokinetic turbine blade tip and root region is three-dimensional 
in nature. Under the combined effect of centrifugal force along the blade span-wise 
direction and coriolis force in the chord-wise direction, the flow separation from the 
upper surface of the blades gets postponed as a result of which a much higher lift is 
achieved when compared to two-dimensional data. This phenomenon is termed as 
dynamic stall where rotation of turbine has a beneficial effect in delaying flow separation 








                                                                   (b) 
 
Figure 2.3.  Contours of stream-functions (in kg/s) for flow over a hydrofoil under (a) 





2.3. PREVIOUS WORK 
             Over the last decade several experimental and numerical investigations have been 
reported on hydrokinetic and marine current turbines from the perspective of better  
understanding of flow dynamics and influence of the non dimensional parameters on the 
performance of the turbine. Consul discussed the influence of solidity on the increased 
performance of a cross flow turbine using two dimensional numerical simulation [25]. 
They performed full turbine unsteady CFD simulations using one equation Spalart-
Allmaras (SA) and k- Shear Stress Transport (SST) turbulence models (k refers to 
turbulent kinetic energy and  refers to specific dissipation rate) to evaluate CL and CD. 
The modeling results were compared with Darrieus turbine configurations tested at 
Sandia National Laboratory. An increase in maximum power coefficient with an increase 
in blade number was found which implies that with greater solidity the entire power 
curve shifts to a lower TSR value. Hwang performed two-dimensional simulations as 
well as experiments to understand the effect of variation of number of blades, chord 
length, TSR and shape of the hydrofoil on the overall performance of a cross-flow turbine 
[6]. A similar increase in the power coefficient at a lower TSR with increased rotor 
solidity was also found. In addition, the experiments showed good agreement with 
numerical results with an under-prediction of generated power due to the additional drag 
forces. Batten discussed the effect of blade pitch angle and changes in camber on stall 
performance and cavitation delay in marine current turbines [16, 21]. Myers performed 
BEM calculations and experimental study to determine power output over a range of flow 
speeds and blade pitch for horizontal axis marine current turbines [20]. Although their 
pre-stall power measurements agreed well with BEM theory, the post-stall measurements 
were over-predicted, primarily due to the failure of the theoretical model to accurately 
predict stall-delay under rotational motion. Although not investigated for HAHkT, near 
wake aerodynamics play a crucial role on the performance and physical processes of 
power extraction from the rotor rotation [44, 47, 49-50] in wind turbines. Vermeer [47] 
and Hu [49] showed helical curve trace from wind turbine blade tips with the wake 
rotation opposite to that of rotor. The axial velocity distribution and turbulence levels in 
the wake have also been discussed. In addition, Vermeer also discussed the formation of 
tip and root vortices based and the velocity and vorticity distribution over the wind 
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turbine blades based on the experiments. The properties of the tip vortices were 
investigated to determine the physical behavior of the wind turbine rotor with focus on 
wake expansion, vortex spiral twist angle and the strength of the tip vortex spiral itself. 
Wake characteristics of a horizontal axis marine current turbines have also been 
discussed by Myers and Bahaj [51] who indicated increased surface turbulence from 
water surface elevation measurement. Hu also performed the fundamental study of stall 
delay phenomenon for horizontal axis wind turbines by employing boundary layer 
analysis, numerical simulation and experimental measurement [52]. No extensive study 
has been reported till date that discusses the effect of solidity, angle of attack, blade 
number and stall delay for HAHkTs since these hydrokinetic turbines are comparatively 
newer concept and fundamental performance characteristics of HAHkT is yet to be 
properly analyzed.  
2.4. PRESENT WORK 
                The objective of our present work focuses on detailed numerical investigation 
for performance evaluation of HAHkTs with ≤ 10 kW power capacities that extracts 
kinetic energy from river flows with an average depth of 5-10 meters. The optimum 
operating conditions and geometric characteristics of HAHkTs are determined using 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis. The purpose of the study is two-fold:  
       (a)   It lays a strong foundation for designing a HAHkT system of 10 kW capacity 
with optimum geometric and performance characteristics, and  
      (b)    Provides quantitative details regarding the maximum amount of power that can 
be extracted from a given flow condition using such turbines.  
            Conventional BEM theory assumes an equilibrium between the difference in 
momentum far upstream and far downstream and the forces acting on the rotor blades 
which is valid only when the flow is steady. However, the present case where the flow is 
highly unsteady, the dynamic nature of the inflow needs to be taken into account in order 
to accurately predict the turbine performance. In addition, results from BEM theory are 
generally in good agreement with field measurements for attached flow conditions. At 
higher flow velocities, BEM theory shows substantial discrepancies related to lack of the 
model in predicting stall effects [53-55]. Under deep stall, BEM theory fails to predict the 
power output with an acceptable accuracy. This is due to the fact that the present 
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condition cannot be modeled by static, two-dimensional hydrofoil data. Under fluid flow 
separation in the boundary layer, the outward span-wise flow generated by centrifugal 
and coriolis force decreases the boundary layer thickness, resulting in the lift coefficient 
being higher than that obtained from measurements for a non-rotating blade.  As a 
remedy, a full description of the fluid flow field around such turbines can be done by 
solving Navier-Stokes equations subjected to unsteady inflow and rotational effects. The 
foremost step for designing a hydrokinetic system consists of selection of topology which 
includes rotor axis orientation, rotor speed, design tip speed ratio, solidity and number of 
blades selection. The present work therefore discusses the effect of these parameters on 
hydrodynamic performance evaluation for small HAHkTs. The detailed differential 
equations governing the fluid flows, Navier-Stokes equations, and the numerical 
methodology associated with the hydrodynamic modeling of HAHkT is discussed in the 



















3. NUMERICAL MODELING OF HAHkT 
3.1. COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYANAMICS 
        Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a branch of fluid mechanics that uses 
numerical techniques and algorithms to solve the differential equations governing the 
fluid flow motion. With the revolutionary improvement in the computer capability over 
the last two decades, it has become more feasible in today’s world to use CFD to solve 
problems that involves multiple non-linear differential equations. The CFD technique has 
acquired increased interest in recent years with focus in turbo-machinery due to its 
advanced capability of solving variety of fluid flow problems in different applications as 
it offers quite a few advantages. CFD is faster and cheaper which results in considerable 
reduction in time and costs when compared with comparable experimental methods. The 
assessment of different solutions can be made in the early phase of the design process, 
thus eliminating the tedious experimental procedure for all the models [56]. A full-size 
experimental study is hard to perform in some cases for which CFD modeling is an ideal 
tool. The numerical models of the physical problem often produce accurate and reliable 
results (when undertaken with necessary caution) due to the mathematical improvement 
of solution schemes and use of different physical models. The current work consists of 
numerical modeling of HAHkT using a commercial CFD code (Fluent 12.0). The entire 
modeling contains three phases which are conventionally used for any fluid flow 
problem: 
(a) Preprocessor: Here the physical problem is implemented into the mathematical 
model. The computational domain is then defined and divided into a certain 
number of elements which constitute the mesh or grid. This is followed by the 
setting of fluid properties and boundary conditions on the computational domain. 
Conventionally larger number of mesh elements produces more accurate results. 
However as higher number of elements is also associated with more CPU effort 
and computational time, grid convergence study is performed to determine the 
optimum number of mesh elements that will produce accurate results with 
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reasonable computational time and power. For the present work, GAMBIT 2.3.16 
was used as the preprocessor to create the geometrical model. 
(b) Solver: The numerical solution algorithm is the basis of a CFD code. The 
operating procedure for a CFD solver consists of three major steps: the problem 
unknowns are modeled by means of simple analytical functions; the governing 
equations are discretized for the fluid flows and modified by substituting the 
above mentioned functions and finally solving the algebraic system of equations. 
The present study uses a commercial finite volume CFD code Fluent 12.0 which 
perform the following operations [56]: 
 Division of domain into discrete control volumes using a computational 
grid 
 Integrate the governing equations over each control volume within the 
computational domain.  Here the integral forms of the conservation 
equations are applied to the control volume defined by a cell to obtain the 
discrete equations for the cell.  
 Discretize the flux terms (which deal with convection and diffusion 
processes) using finite difference approach to obtain an algebraic system 
of equations for the discrete dependent variables such as velocities, 
pressure, temperature and other conserved scalars and finally 
 Solve the algebraic system of equations with iterative methods. 
           In brief the CFD code finds a numerical solution such that mass, momentum, 
energy and other relevant quantities are being conserved for each cell where the value 
corresponds to the value of the flow variables at the cell centers and values at other 
locations are obtained by suitable interpolation. The finite volume technique can be 
readily applied to any general cell shape in two-dimensional and three-dimensional 
domain and obtain the discretized equations for mass, momentum and energy [57].    
(c) Post-processing: This section includes the solver output which consists of set of 
solution variables associated to the given grid nodes or volumes. The data is 
collected and processed in a suitable fashion in order to produce a physical 
representation of the solution. Primarily post-processing includes domain and grid 
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visualization, iso-surface, vector and contour plots of solution variables, two-
dimensional and three-dimensional plots and path-lines and particle tracking for a 
fluid flow problem. 
3.2. REYNOLDS AVERAGING AND TURBULENCE MODELING 
            For all fluid flow problems, the mathematical model is bases on the fundamental 
mass, momentum and energy conservation equations. The equations for conservation of 
mass or continuity can be written as: 







                                                           (3.1) 
The conservation equation for momentum can be expressed as [58]: 
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where, p is the pressure,  is the density of the fluid and ij is the viscous stress tensor 
defined by: 
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where, µ is the effective molecular viscosity and Sij is the strain rate tensor. Eq. (3.2) is 
commonly known as Navier-Stokes equation. The difficulty associated with turbulence 
modeling using CFD arises from the fact that turbulent flows exhibit much small scales 
than laminar flows (scales at which energy dissipation takes place) which results in 
extremely finer small scale structures at higher Reynolds number (Re). However, the 
time-dependent solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for high Re turbulent flows in 
complex geometries require the smallest scales of the motions to get resolved for the 
entire domain. Resolving all turbulent scales of smallest eddies amounts to huge 
computational power which is practically not feasible. Therefore closure models have 
been constructed to represent the behavior of small scales using Reynolds Averaged 
Navier Stokes (RANS) schemes [44, 59]. In RANS methods, the turbulent fluctuations 
are averaged and this modeling approach is widely employed to most of the practical 
engineering applications due to the reduction of computational power and resources. 
Fluent 12.0 was chosen for performing three-dimensional numerical simulations and pre-
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processor GAMBIT was employed for building geometry and mesh generation. A variety 
of RANS closure models are available in Fluent which includes Spalart Allmaras, k-  (  
is the dissipation) and its variants such as Renormalization group (RNG) k-  and 
Realizable k-, k- and its variant such as k- SST and Reynolds stress model (RSM). 
All these models find separate applications in various engineering field depending on the 
nature of the problem. However, the choice of an appropriate turbulence model for 
simulating rotating HAHkT will be discussed in subsequent sections of this chapter.  
          In Reynolds averaging, the solution variables in the exact Navier-Stokes equations 
are decomposed into the mean and fluctuating components. For velocity components: 
                                                            
iii uuu                                                           (3.4) 
Substituting expressions of this form for the flow variables into the instantaneous 
continuity and momentum equations and taking a time average yields the ensemble-
averaged continuity and momentum equations which can be expressed as [60]: 
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          (3.6) 
where, ij is the kronecker delta function. Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) are called Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes equations with the same general form as the instantaneous 
Navier-Stokes equations with the velocities and other solution variables now representing 
ensemble-averaged values. Additional Reynolds stress term (last term) appeared in Eq. 
(3.6) represents the effect of turbulence which needs to be modeled in order to obtain a 
closure equation.  
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3.3. MODELING TECHNIQUES 
3.3.1. Choice of reference frame.  Conventionally Fluent solves the equations of 
fluid flow in an inertial (stationary) reference frame. However, the numerical modeling of 
HAHkT is complicated due to the rotation of the turbine blades coupled with turbulence 
and stall effects. A moving reference frame was therefore, incorporated to take the blade 
rotation into account and transform the unsteady flow in an inertial (stationary) frame to a 
steady flow in the non-inertial (moving) frame. When a moving reference frame is 
activated, the equations of motions are modified to incorporate the additional acceleration 
terms which occur due to the transformation from the stationary to the moving reference 
frame. Solving these equations in a steady state manner, the flow around the moving parts 
can be modeled. The schematic of the transformation from inertial (stationary) coordinate 
system to non-inertial (rotating) coordinate system is shown in Figure 3.1. When the 
equations of motion are solved in the rotating reference frame, the equations are 
computed using relative velocity formulation. For the relative velocity formulation, the 
governing equations of an incompressible fluid flow for a steadily rotating frame can be 
written as: 
Conservation of mass: 
                                                              0 rU

                                                         (3.7) 
Conservation of momentum: 

















is the relative velocity viewed from rotating reference frame,  is the 
rotational speed of the turbine, )( r

 is the centrifugal force and p is the pressure 
gradient across the turbine. The viscous stress tensor (r) is defined as: 
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where, U is the absolute fluid velocity and I is the identity tensor. The molecular 
viscosity (eff) is the sum of the dynamic viscosity () and turbulent viscosity (t); t 




Figure 3.1.  Schematic of inertial and non-inertial reference frame 
 
3.3.2. Turbulence models.  The Reynolds averaged approach to turbulence 
modeling as discussed in §1.2 requires that the Reynolds stresses in Eq. (3.6) are 
appropriately modeled. A common method employs the Boussinesq hypothesis [59] to 
relate the Reynolds stresses to the mean velocity gradients: 
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where, k is the turbulent kinetic energy. The Boussinesq hypothesis is used in different 
turbulence models such as one equation Spalart-Allmaras model and two-equation 
models such as k- and k- models where  is the turbulence dissipation rate and  is the 
specific dissipation rate. The advantage of this approach is the relatively low 
computational cost associated with the computation of the turbulent viscosity t [57]. For 
the present study, three turbulence models were chosen due to their superiority from other 
models in providing accurate flow-field predictions under adverse pressure gradient and 
separated flow conditions both of which are prevalent in HAHkTs [44, 47, 57, 61-63]. A 
brief summary of all the three models are discussed below. 
Spalart-Allmaras model: The Spalart-Allmaras model [64-65] is a one-equation model 
for the transport of kinematic eddy (turbulent) viscosity. The model is effectively a low-
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Re model, requiring the viscosity affected region of the boundary layer to be properly 





































































      (3.11) 
where, G is the production of turbulent viscosity, Y is the destruction of turbulent 
viscosity that occurs in the near-wall region due to wall blocking and viscous damping, 
t
 and Cb2 are the constants,  is molecular kinematic viscosity and 
t
S is a user-defined 
source term. The model is designed specifically for aerospace applications involving 
wall-bounded flows and has been shown to give good results for boundary layers 
subjected to adverse pressure gradients. In recent times the model is also gaining 
popularity in the turbomachinery applications.  
Realizable k- model: The k- model is a semi-empirical two-equation model based on 
model transport equations for the turbulence kinetic energy (k) and its dissipation rate (). 
This is the simplest complete model of turbulence in which the solution of two separate 
transport equations allows the turbulent velocity and length scales to be determined 
independently [66]. The basic assumption of the k- model is that the flow is fully 
turbulent and the effects of molecular viscosity are negligible which limits the model for 
fully turbulent flows. The Realizable k- model is a recently developed model which 
differs from the standard k- model in two important ways: The Realizable k- model 
contains a new formulation for the turbulent viscosity. A new transport equation for  has 
been derived from an exact equation for the transport of the mean-square vorticity 
fluctuation. The modeled transport equations for k and  in the Realizable k- model can 
be expressed as:   
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In these equations, Gk represents the generation of turbulent kinetic energy due to the 
mean velocity gradients, Gb is the generation of turbulent kinetic energy due to buoyancy, 
Ym represents the contribution of the fluctuating dilatation in compressible turbulence to 
the overall dissipation rate, C2 and C1 are constants, k and  are the turbulent Prandtl 
numbers for k and  respectively and Sk and S are user defined source terms. Details of 
the model can be found in the original paper [57, 67]. The Realizable k- model provides 
superior performance for flows involving rotation, boundary layers under strong adverse 
pressure gradients, separation and recirculation.  
k-  SST (Shear Stress Transport) model: In the k- turbulence models the transport 
equation of the turbulent kinetic energy is solved together with the equation of the 
specific rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy defined as k/  . The model 
performs well with fee shear flows, flat plate boundary layer flows, adverse pressure 
gradient flows and separated flows. The k- SST model is based on the robust and 
accurate combination that uses k- model in near wall region [59] and k- model in far 
field region [57, 62, 68]. For flows having adverse pressure gradients, the level of eddy 
viscosity primarily determines the accuracy of the turbulence model in predicting flow 
separation. Since the standard k- model fails to predict pressure induced separation, the 
model is reconstructed enforcing Bradshaw’s observation that turbulent shear stress is 
proportional to the turbulent kinetic energy in the wake region of the boundary layer [62]. 
Therefore, using the k- formulation, the model solves for the transport of turbulent shear 
stress which controls the level of eddy viscosity in the outer part of boundary layer. 
However, since the k- model has strong sensitivity to the free-stream value outside the 
boundary layer, a transformed k- model is applied on the far wall region due to its 
insensitive nature to free stream turbulence [61-62]. The governing equations for k- 
SST model is given by the following equations: 
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where F1 denotes the blending function which is designed in such a manner that it 
assumes the value of unity inside the viscous sub-layer where original k- model is 
activated and it gradually switches to zero in the wake region where transformed k- 
model is activated.  
                                                 
2111 )1(  FF                                                     (3.16) 
where,  is the constant for the k- SST model when1 corresponds to the constants of  
k- model and 2 corresponds to k- model constants. The model constants for k- are 
defined as follows: 
k1 = 0.85, 1 = 0.5, 1 = 0.075, a1 = 0.31, 
*
 = 0.09,  = 0.41,     //
2
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 where  is absolute value of 
vorticity and F2 is given by: )tanh(arg
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 ; here y is the 
distance between two immediate cell surfaces. The model constants for  k- model are 
defined by: k2 = 1.0, 2 = 0.856, 2 = 0.0828, 
*
 = 0.09,  = 0.41, 
    //
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  where ij is Kronecker delta function and 
CDk is the positive portion of the cross-diffusion term that appeared while transforming 

















 . These features make the k- SST model more 
accurate and reliable for adverse pressure gradient flows which are prevalent in HAHkTs.  
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3.3.3. Flow domain generation and boundary conditions.  The present study 
assumes steady, incompressible flow where numerical solutions were carried out for both 
two-dimensional and three-dimensional flow geometries using FLUENT 12.0. The 
geometrical models for two-dimensional (stationary) and three-dimensional (rotating) 
boundary conditions were created using the preprocessing tool GAMBIT. The choice of 
hydrofoil for HAHkT is primarily governed by the geometry that that produces maximum 
lift coefficient (CL) as well as maximum lift to drag ratio (CL/ CD) under the operating 
range of Re. Increase in curvature on the upper (suction) surface of the hydrofoil 
increases the camber which ultimately results in increased CL for a given Re. To validate 
this, two different hydrofoils NACA-2412 [6] and SG-6043 were chosen for two-
dimensional numerical simulations. As per the name convention, NACA-2412 hydrofoil 
has 2% camber on its suction surface with maximum camber present at 0.4 times chord 
length (c) measured from the leading edge and thickness of the hydrofoil being 12% of c. 
Previous studies have also used SG-6043 airfoil for the design of small wind turbines due 




 [69-71]. Since the 
Re for our case also lies within this range, the SG-6043 airfoil was selected another 
hydrofoil for the HAHkT blades. This blade, however, has 6% camber which generates 
more lift and thereby increases the performance of the hydrofoil. The computational 
domain for both hydrofoils along with specified boundary conditions is shown in Figure 
3.2. The hydrofoil coordinates were imported from the hydrofoil geometry database [72] 
and the mesh was created using structured quadrilateral cells around the hydrofoils. The 
computational domain is assumed to be sufficiently large compared to the chord length 
(c) to enable larger area of flow visualization around the hydrofoil. The geometry 
contains approximately 1.9  104 quadrilateral cells across the domain which extends up 
to 20 chord lengths away from the hydrofoil in the horizontal direction and 12 chord 
lengths away in vertical direction. A finer mesh has been applied on the vicinity of the  
hydrofoil to obtain better flow characteristics and flow orientation very near to surface.  
Quadrilateral elements were used to mesh the entire geometry to ensure uniform aspect 
ratios of cells across the domain. Grid resolution requirements were well established by 
keeping small enough initial normal spacing from the hydrofoil surface yielding y
+
 (= u 
y/)  5, where u is the friction velocity and y is the cell size.  
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(a)                                                                              (b)                        
 
 
     
                                 (c)                                                                   (d) 
 
Figure 3.2.  Two-dimensional domain along with boundary conditions for (a) NACA- 
              2412 and (c) SG-6043 hydrofoil; (b) and (d) refers to the grid near the 






Since the design of the  HAHkTs is based on effective water velocities of 1.75-
2.25 m/s as observed in most of the rivers [13], a mean water speed of U = 2 m/s was 
chosen for the current work. The top, bottom and left surfaces have been given velocity 
inlet boundary conditions with turbulence intensity (I) of 3% and length scale (l) of 
0.02m derived from the empirical relationship based on the given flow condition: 
8/1(Re)16.0 I  and Ll 07.0 , where L is computed from the physical dimension of the 
object, i.e. chord length for the present case. A pressure outlet boundary condition is 
provided on the right surface with zero gauge pressure and turbulent viscosity ratio is set 
at a value of 10. The pressure outlet boundary condition sets a specific static pressure at 
outlet and radial equilibrium distribution is added for rotating domain simulations as a 
result of which the pressure gradient is expressed as a function of the distance from the 
axis of rotation r and the tangential velocity component (u).  







                                                             (3.17) 
           An untwisted, constant pitch turbine of radius R = 1m was chosen for the three-
dimensional rotating condition. The computational domain consists of two cylinders; the 
inner one and outer one extending 10 rotor diameters and 11 rotor diameters respectively 
in the axial direction (see Figure 3.3a). The turbine blade has SG-6043 hydrofoil section 
and is placed inside the inner cylinder as shown in Figure 3.3b. Multiple reference frames 
have been adapted with a stationary outer cylinder and rotating inner cylinder and an 
interior boundary between the two. Since the boundary between the two zones is 
conformal i.e. mesh node locations are identical at the meeting boundary, the interior 
boundary condition enables particles to pass through the inner boundary to outer one. 
Velocity inlet and pressure outlet boundary conditions are applied with turbulence 
specifications same as that for the two-dimensional simulations. A symmetry boundary 
condition has been provided on the periphery of the outer cylinder indicating zero normal 
gradients for all flow variables at the symmetry plane. The final domain contains 
approximately 2.7 million unstructured tetrahedral/hybrid cells with 50  y+ 350. 
Second order upwinding discretization schemes have been employed for all the variables 
and SIMPLE (Semi-implicit method for pressure linked equation) algorithm was selected 
for solving pressure-velocity coupling [73]. The PRESTO (pressure staggering options) 
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scheme has been adopted due to its superiority for flows with steep pressure gradient 
such as the present case [74]. Convergence criteria have been set such that the residuals 
for the continuity, x-momentum, y-momentum, z-momentum, k and  are less than 10-4. 
Details of the simulation parameters are provided in Table 3.1. 
 
         
(a)                                                                    (b) 
Figure 3.3.  (a) Three-dimensional domain of HAHkT along with boundary conditions  
                   (b) grid near the rotor hub  
 
3.3.4. Grid convergence.  While developing the finite-difference approximation 
of the governing equations, the truncation error of the discrete system determines the 
deviation between the exact and numerical solution. As number of grid points is 
increased and grid spacing is reduced, the error in the numerical solution decreases and 
the proper agreement between the numerical and exact solutions is established.  When the 
numerical solutions obtained on different grids agree to within a level of tolerance 
specified by the user, they are referred to as grid converged solutions. The concept of 
grid convergence applies to the finite-volume approach as well, where the numerical 
solution, if correct, becomes independent of the grid as the cell size is reduced. For the 
present case, the grid independence study was performed by calculating the torque 
generated at the center of the rotor hub using eight different grid sizes with total number 
of cells (Ntotal) varying between 3.9  10
5
 and 4.6  106 (see Figure 3.4).  
                                          




Table 3.1.  Parameters for CFD analysis using FLUENT 
Hydrofoil NACA-2412, SG-6043 
Density () 998.2 kg/m3 
Pressure (p) 101.3 kPa 
Rotor radius (R) 1 m 
Chord length (c) 0.2 m 
Number of blades (N) 2-4 
Blade pitch (P) 10 
Rotor speed () 3-8 rad/s 
Fluid speed (U) 2 m/s 
Turbulence model k- SST 
Interpolating scheme 2
nd
 order upwind 
Pressure scheme PRESTO 
Residual error 110-4 
  
        The fractional change in the magnitude of the torque was calculated based on the 
formulation: 







Error                                                   (3.18) 
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where T denotes torque at different grid sizes and T0 denotes torque correponding to grid 
independent (maximum grid size) geometry. A grid independent solution with a nearly 
constant magnitude of torque was observed beyond Ntotal = 2.710
6
 where the difference 
was  < 1%; hence suggesting adequate grid resolution for the present study. Based on 
such grid resolution, the computation time for each simulation varied between 6-8 CPU 
hours when four to six processors were used using Fluent parallel interface on a machine 
having 2.4 GHz processor speed and 24 GB of RAM.  
 
Figure 3.4.  Grid independence study for the numerical model 
 
3.4. MODELING FLOW CAVITATION 
             Cavitation plays a major role in any hydraulic turbines and can lead to fatal 
failure of the hydraulic structures if not avoided or at least controlled. Due to the rapid 
development and broader application of powerful computers and the ability to save costs 
and time in comparison with experiments, numerical techniques have become 
increasingly popular in recent years. Amongst different cavitation models that exist in 
literature the Schnerr and Sauer cavitation model [57, 75-76] is used in the present work. 
The assumptions for a standard two-phase cavitation models are: 
(a) The system under investigation must consist of a liquid and a vapor phase 
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(b) A mass transfer takes place between the liquid and gas phase. Both bubble 
formation (evaporation) and collapse (condensation) are taken into account in the 
cavitation models 
(c) The cavitation models are based on the Rayleigh-Plesset equation, describing the 
growth of a single vapor bubble in a liquid 
(d) The input material properties used in the cavitation models can be constants, 
functions of temperature or user-defined. 
With the multiphase cavitation modeling approach, a basic two-phase cavitation model 
consists of using the standard viscous flow equations governing the transport of mixture 
(Mixture model) or phases (Eulerian multiphase) and a conventional turbulence model (k-
 model). In cavitation, the liquid-vapor mass transfer (evaporation and condensation) is 
governed by the vapor-transport equation: 







                            (3.19) 
where, v is the vapor phase,  is the vapor volume fraction, v is the vapor density, vV

is 
the vapor phase velocity, Re and Rc are the mass transfer source terms connected to the 
growth and collapse of the vapor bubbles respectively. The terms Re and Rc are modeled 
based on the Rayleigh-Plesset equation describing the growth of a single vapor bubble in 
a liquid. In a flowing liquid with zero velocity slip between the fluid and bubbles, the 
bubble dynamics equation can be derived from the generalized Rayleigh-Plesset equation 
as: 





































              (3.20) 
where,  RB is the bubble radius, l is the liquid density, PB is the bubble surface pressure 
and P is the local far-field pressure. According to the Schnerr and Sauer cavitation model, 
the vapor volume fraction has the general form: 
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                                   (3.21) 
       The relationship that connects the vapor volume fraction to the number of bubbles 
per unit volume of liquid can be expressed as: 
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                                                  (3.22) 
The mass transfer rate (R) and bubble radius (RB) can be similarly expressed as: 













                                     (3.23) 
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       The numerical models discussed in section 3.3 and section 3.4 was employed to 
perform the simulations of HAHkT under different flow conditions and turbine 













4.1. VALIDATION OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL NUMERICAL MODEL 
                 The performance of a hydrokinetic turbine can be characterized by the power 
coefficient (CP) and thrust (T) of the turbine. The power coefficient determines the 
amount of energy captured by the rotor while the rotor thrust influences the structural 
design of the rotor. A detailed list of the numerical simulations and their individual 
objectives is given in Table 4.1. Before establishing the influence of the non-dimensional 
variables (defined in the chapter 3) on the turbine performance, the numerical model was 
first validated with existing theoretical and experimental results. We systematically 
validate our results by cross-comparing both the two-and three-dimensional numerical 
simulation results against BEM theory while using water as working fluid. Our three-
dimensional simulations are validated with wind tunnel experimental data of Duquette et 
al. [77]. 
 
4.1.1. Validation with BEM theory.  In order to validate the three-dimensional 
 numerical model, the overall performance of HAHkT was computed and cross-compared 





). The results are plotted in Figure 4.1, a maximum CP of 0.15 was obtained from the 
three-dimensional numerical model at TSR = 3.5. In comparison a maximum CP value of 
0.16 was obtained from BEM theory at TSR = 3. At low values of TSR  = 1.5, flow 
incidence becomes high which results in increased angle of attack for a fixed pitch 
turbine blade as in the present case. The maximum power at low TSR is therefore limited 
by blade stalling (for details refer to §2.2.7), whereas the limiting factor for high TSR is 
guided by lower lift due to the lower angle of attack. The peak CP was observed to lie 
between these two extreme limits yielding a bell shaped curve for both cases. However, a 
significant deviation in CP was observed at TSR = 1.5 and can be attributed to stall due to 
higher flow incidence, where blade lift reaches its peak value and further increase in 




Table 4.1.  List of simulations performed for hydrodynamic modeling of HAHkT 
Type  #  of 
Simlns 







Angle of attack, 
turbulence 
models 
Inlet velocity and 
zero outlet gauge 
pressure 
Lift and drag characteristics 
with NACA-2412 hydrofoil 










Inlet velocity and 
zero outlet gauge 
pressure 
Lift and drag characteristics 
for SG-6043 hydrofoil and 
comparison with NACA-
2412 using same turbulence 
models 
8 (42) Flow velocity and 
Static pressure 
Angle of attack, 
Realizable k- model 
Effect of cavitation number 
on cavitation onset 
4 Angle of attack Cavitation number, 
Realizable k- model 






8 Cell size  Inlet velocity and 
outlet static pressure, 
k- SST turbulence 
model 
Grid independence study to 
obtain sufficiently fine 
geometry for accurate flow 
predictions and performance 
analysis 
7 TSR and Angle of 
attack 
Rotor geometry, inlet 
velocity, outlet zero 
gauge pressure 
Validation of numerical 
model with BEM theory for a 
given range of TSR 
7 TSR and Angle of 
Attack 
Rotor geometry, inlet 
velocity, outlet zero 
gauge pressure 
Validation of numerical 
model with experiments and 
BEM theory (air as working 
fluid) 
7 TSR, solidity 
(R/c) and angle of 
attack 
inlet velocity, outlet 
zero gauge pressure  
Effect of solidity (R/c ratio) 
on turbine performance 
21 
(73) 
TSR, angle of 
attack and # of 
Blades 
R/c ratio, inlet 
velocity and outlet 
zero gauge pressure 
Effect of blade numbers and 





Figure 4.1.  Comparison of the power coefficient using both BEM theory and three- 
                         dimensional Fluent simulations 
             The results obtained from BEM theory conventionally offer good agreement with 
numerical simulations and experimental measurements under attached flow condition on 
the surface of the blades [52]. However, under the effect of three-dimensional rotation of 
turbine rotor, the centrifugal acceleration causes radial flow in the boundary layer and 
Coriolis force accelerates the flow in the chord-wise direction. The combined effect of 
both these forces causes a delay in stall with simultaneous increase in lift value compared 
to two-dimensional BEM theory where the flow along span-wise and chord-wise 
direction are neglected.  
           Figure 4.2 illustrates validation of thrust coefficient (CT) obtained by three-
dimensional numerical simulations with BEM theory. Both results show similar 
increasing trend with CT obtained from BEM theory leveling off at TSR > 3.5. In BEM 
theory CT is calculated from equating thrust forces to the product of cross-sectional area 
and the pressure difference between the two sides of actuator disc. The forces on the 
turbine blades are determined only by the lift and drag characteristics of the hydrofoil. 
Therefore the value of the axial induction factor (a) governs the nature of CT and causes it 
to level off beyond a particular point. However, this discrepancy can be attributed to the 
fact that the three-dimensional numerical results incorporate both axial and angular 
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induction factors due to rotational motion of the turbine. Since the rotation adds further 
pressure drop across the turbine rotor plane and further reduces the kinetic energy of the 
flow, the thrust is overestimated in BEM theory which only considers axial induction 
factor. 
 
Figure 4.2.  Comparison of thrust coefficient using both BEM theory and three- 
                            dimensional Fluent simulations 
 
4.1.2. Validation with experiments.  Our three-dimensional numerical model 
was further validated with experimental data; the overall performance of the HAHkT was 
computed and compared to wind-tunnel experiments performed by Duquette et al. [70]. 
The comparison is plotted in Figure 4.3. It was observed that BEM theory over-predicts 
the CP value by an average value of 20% for most of the operating range of TSR ranging 
between 1 and 3. This over-prediction can be attributed to the uniform inflow assumption 
over each rotor disc annulus where the blade elements are placed at equally spaced radial 
locations. This results in poor resolution of turbine loading in the tip region where the 
loading rapidly drops to zero from a finite value. The abrupt variation of air forces at the 
tip region leads to an over-prediction of peak power and associated CP [54]. As seen in 
Figure 4.3, the numerical results agreed quite consistently with both experimental and 





Figure 4.3.  Comparison of 3D numerical model with BEM theory and experimental 
                         investigation as reported in [75]  
 
4.2. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF HAHkT 
4.2.1. Two-dimensional calculation for performance evaluation.  The HAHkT 
performance is often associated with optimum lift and drag characteristics of the turbine 
blades depending on flow speed and . For a fixed flow speed, both CL and CL/CD ratio 
needs to be calculated across a range of α to determine the optimum operating point. 
Accordingly two-dimensional numerical simulations were performed using two different 
hydrofoil shapes: SG-6043 and NACA-2412, the primary difference between the two 
being the change in camber on the hydrofoil surface (see Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5). 
Since the Reynolds number (Re) for the flow ~ 4  105 when considering an average flow 
stream velocity (~2 m/s), flow turbulence becomes important and needs to be accounted 
for. We utilize three distinct turbulence models:  
     (a)   Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model [64]  
     (b)   Realizable k- model  [67] and  




Figure 4.4.  Comparison of lift coefficient obtained from both SG-6043 and NACA-2412 




Figure 4.5.  Comparison of drag coefficient obtained from both SG-6043 and NACA- 






           The three turbulence models were chosen based on accurate prediction of flows 
having an adverse pressure gradient and boundary layer separation [59, 62, 65, 78].  It 
can be observed from that SG-6043 hydrofoil produced greater CL and CD (see Figure 4.4 
and 4.5) when compared with NACA-2412. We conjecture that the former hydrofoil has 
higher (6%) camber compared to the latter hydrofoil (2% camber) which results in 
greater pressure reaction at the hydrofoil surface and subsequently generate higher CL and 
CD. At low to moderate angles of attack, CL varies linearly with  where the flow moves 
smoothly over the hydrofoil and is attached to most of the surface. However, as  
becomes large, the flow tends to separate from the top surface of the hydrofoil creating a 
large wake behind the hydrofoil. This can be better visualized from the pressure 
coefficient and velocity contours for   = 5 and   = 14 as shown in Figure 4.6. When a 
fluid flows over a solid surface, the influence of friction between the surface and the fluid 
adjacent to the surface creates a frictional force known as shear force which retards the 
relative motion. There is a favorable pressure gradient up to a minimum pressure point 
falling in the direction of flow. This helps to stabilize the boundary layer. Downstream of 
the minimum pressure point, however, the thickening boundary layer has to flow against 
an adverse pressure gradient. Here viscous effects reduce momentum within the boundary 
layer, and the thickness of the layer further increases so that the external flow sees a body 
which does not appear to close to a point at the trailing edge. A wake is formed as the 
boundary layer streams off the section. As  is increased, the point of minimum pressure 
moves towards the leading edge, with increasingly high suction being achieved. This 
means that the pressure then has to rise by a greater extent downstream of the minimum 
pressure point and that the length of hydrofoil surface exposed to the rising pressure is 
increased. The resulting adverse pressure gradient becomes more severe as angle of 
attack is further increased. This has serious implications for the boundary layer, which is 
always likely to separate from the surface under such conditions. Figure 4.7 also shows 
an increased CL/CD ratio for SG-6043 when compared with NACA-2412 counterpart due 
to the increased camber effect.  





             
(a)                                                                         (b) 
             
                            (c)                                                                         (d)  
Figure 4.6.  Contour of pressure coefficient for (a)   = 5 (attached flow) and (b) 
                        = 14 (separated flow). Contour of velocity magnitude (expressed in 
          m/s)  for the same (c) attached and (d) separated flow conditions 
 
            The profiles of CL as a function of  obtained from the various turbulence models 
are also compared with BEM results reported by Duquette et al. [71]. As shown in Figure 
4.8, under the attached flow condition in which the turbine flow incidences lie below the 
static stall angle (stall), CL increases almost linearly with  for all turbulence models 
with (CL)max observed at stall ~ 14

. As  is increased beyond stall, flow separation tends 
to set in early from the trailing edge of the hydrofoil with the generation of large wakes 
resulting in decreased lift and increased pressure drag. It has been observed that CL for 
the attached flow condition is over-predicted by ~ 6-10% using SA and Realizable k- 
model whereas a very close agreement can be observed for k- SST model with less than 
4% deviation from BEM theory.                                                                                       
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Figure 4.7.  Comparison of lift to drag ratio obtained from both SG-6043 and NACA- 
                       2412 hydrofoil for different angles of attack 
 
 
Figure 4.8.  Lift coefficient distribution for SG-6043 hydrofoil using BEM theory and 






SA model is primarily a low Re model which solves a single model transport 
equation for kinematic eddy viscosity (t). As result, the SA model performs better flow 
predictions for the flows where viscosity-affected region of the boundary layer needs to 
be properly resolved such as the present case [79]. The RKE model proposed by Shih et 
al. [78] also provides superior performance compared to the standard k- model [68] for 
the present flow condition due to its new model formulation based on the dynamic 
equation of mean-squared vorticity fluctuation. Details of the formulation can be found 
elsewhere [78]. As discussed in section 3.3.2, the k- SST yielded the most accurate CL 
values when compared to BEM theory due to its improved formulation for predicting the 
adverse pressure gradient in hydrofoil flows.  Figure 4.9 shows the lift to drag coefficient 
ratio (CL/CD) distribution using BEM theory and the three turbulence models; the 
objective was to determine an optimum angle of attack (opt) for SG-6043 hydrofoil. 
While BEM theory predicts opt = 4

, all three turbulence models predicted a smaller opt 
= 2

 corresponding to maximum CL/CD ratio. It is interesting to note that the magnitude of 
(CL/CD)max corresponding to a 4

 angle of attack using BEM theory matches quite closely 
with that of RKE model with < 5% deviation even though k- SST offers best prediction 
of CL/CD over the entire operating range of angle of attack. 
 
Figure 4.9.  Variation of lift to drag ratio with different angle of attack using BEM theory 




4.2.2.  Three-dimensional calculation for performance evaluation.  An 
optimum design of HAHkT is associated with turbine solidity () and TSR since these 
two variables primarily control the volume of fluid which can be utilized for power 
extraction. The power output of a turbine is proportional to the thrust that the turbine 
exerts on the flow. However, the increase in thrust is also associated with a simultaneous 
increase in flow impedance resulting in lower energy flux and flow velocity. In order to 
establish a proper balance between  and TSR, an intermediate  at a given flow 
condition is sought. A turbine of zero solidity provides no lift while its infinite solidity 
counterpart would prevent fluid to flow through rotor plane resulting in zero mechanical 
work. Thus, in order to examine the influence of solidity on turbine performance, three-
dimensional numerical simulations were performed using a three-bladed turbine with 
radius to chord ratios (R/c) of 4, 5 and 6 respectively. The results are plotted in Figure 
4.10. As solidity is increased by ~ 25%, corresponding to decrease of R/c from 5 to 4, 
maximum rotor power becomes higher by ~ 30% and location of TSR corresponding to 
maximum CP changes from 3.5 to 3. Observing the trend for all three R/c ratios, it can be 
inferred that a rotor having larger solidity generates maximum power at a lower TSR. A 
lower TSR results in increase of angle of angle of attack and therefore, increased lift and 
torque for a higher solidity turbine. Increased flow impedance along with a corresponding 
increase of solidity forces the turbine rotor to produce maximum power at a reduced TSR 
thereby shifting the maximum CP towards left. The effect of the number of blades (N) on 
the performance of a HAHkT is also investigated using two, three and four bladed 
turbines. As shown in Figure 4.11, for a constant   = 0.095, turbines with two and three 
blades achieved larger CP than with four blades. This effect is caused by increased 
blockage due to increased number of turbine blades rotating at a constant RPM. As a 
result, less flow can pass through the turbine decreasing flow entrance velocity at the 
rotor plane and ultimately resulting in less power extraction. All three turbines however 
produce maximum CP at a constant TSR = 3.5 since the solidity is held constant. If 
instead the effect of number of blades being investigated under constant R/c it can be 
observed that increased number of blades results in better power coefficient with a 
maximum CP of 0.23 occurring at a value of TSR = 2.5. 
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As turbine solidity is approximately doubled from 0.064 to 0.127, the resulting CP has 
also doubled from 0.112 to 0.224 implying strong influence of solidity on turbine 
performance (see Figure 4.12). The results also indicate that the initial starting torque of a 
four bladed turbine is higher than that of the other two cases. This is expected since more 
blades will contribute more lift resulting in increased torque at the rotor hub. Since 
increase in number of blades also corresponds to increase in turbine solidity, the power 
curve is shifted towards a lower TSR, a feature also observed in Figure 4.9. Furthermore, 
the results obtained from Figures 4.9-4.12 provide useful insight for choosing turbine 
solidity for user-specific applications. Higher solidity turbines will be used when higher 
initial starting torque and lower rotational speed is required such as water pumping [80]. 
On the contrary, lower solidity turbines should be considered where lower torque and 
higher rotational speeds are necessary such as the production of electricity. 
 
 
Figure 4.10.  Comparison of power coefficient versus tip speed ratio under different 




Figure 4.11.  Comparison of power coefficient versus tip speed ratio under different 
                           turbine blade numbers when  is kept constant 
 
 
Figure 4.12.  Effect of blade numbers on the performance of HAHkT using 2, 3 and 4 
                         blades when R/c = 5 is held constant 
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4.3. WAKE STUDY 
4.3.1. Rotational effect and stall delay. The axial velocity distribution 
normalized by free-stream flow speed (U) along the non-dimensional radial location 
(r/R) is compared for stationary two-dimensional and rotating three-dimensional flow in 
Figure 4.13. A large axial velocity deficit (Ux/U < 1) was observed in the wake region 
behind the trailing edge for two-dimensional hydrofoil and a similar phenomenon has 
also been observed behind the rotor hub for the three-dimensional geometry. However, 
the magnitude of axial velocity deficit as plotted in Figure 4.13 and obtained from two-
dimensional simulation is much higher compared to the three-dimensional case. Both the 
two-dimensional and three-dimensional runs were performed under identical Re (= 4× 
10
5
) and α (= 18). The mismatch in axial velocity occurs due to the stall-delay 
phenomenon of HAHkT where the flow separation from the hydrofoil surface is reduced 
to some extent due to the rotation of the turbine blades resulting in lower Ux/U in the 
wake region. As described earlier in §3.1, the stall-delay phenomenon for the three-
dimensional rotating condition is effectively a consequence of centrifugal acceleration 
causing radial flow along the blade span and coriolis acceleration causing the flow in the 
chord-wise direction. This delays flow separation to a location further downstream. The 
two-dimensional stationary condition also fails to predict the exact location of peak axial 
velocity deficit since the suction side of the hydrofoil is subjected to greater velocity 
deficit than the pressure side. This results in a rightward shift of peak axial velocity 
distribution for the stationary condition and indicates that the maximum velocity deficit 
occurs at a positive radial location near to the pressure side of the hydrofoil. The 
prediction of stall-delay phenomenon for two-dimensional and three-dimensional cases 
can be further verified by observing their pressure coefficient contours as shown in 
Figure 4.14. For  = 18, a large pressure drop (negative pressure coefficient) can be 
observed very near to the leading edge in the two-dimensional case (see Figure 4.14a) 
indicating the point of flow separation. However, the effect of rapid pressure drop in 
three-dimensional condition (see Figure 4.14b) is postponed and dispersed across the 







Figure 4.13.  Comparison of axial velocity distribution along the radial location for both 
             two-dimensional stationary condition and three-dimensional rotating 
                        conditions 
 
       
 
(a)                                                                  (b)  
Figure 4.14.  Comparison of pressure coefficient contours for (a) two-dimensional 
                           (stationary) and (b) three-dimensional (rotating) condition for  = 18  
 
 
Pressure coefficient two-dimensional contour Pressure coefficient three-dimensional contour 
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4.3.2. Turbulence parameters and vortex formation.  Figures 4.15 (a-c) 
illustrates the normalized axial, radial and tangential velocity distribution in the non-
dimensional radial direction at various downstream axial locations. The axial velocity 
deficit behind the turbine rotor confirms the expansion and decay of wake phenomenon. 
The width of the wake increases and axial velocity deficit decreases with increase in 
downstream distance. In addition, with an increase in radial distance from rotor hub, the 
axial velocity gradually attains the value of an undisturbed flow resulting in a flattening 
of the velocity profile beyond one rotor diameter in both directions. At x/R = 4, a rapid 
decrease in axial velocity deficit also implies simultaneous disappearance of wake. The 
magnitude of radial velocity was observed to be comparatively smaller than the axial 
velocity for the entire operating range of TSR (see Figure 4.16); a confirmation that axial 
velocity distribution has greater influence on the power output i.e. efficiency of the 
turbine. At the rotor downstream, the direction of water flow is opposite to that of the 
rotor resulting in increased angular momentum in the turbine wake. The flowing water is 
therefore, subjected to a tangential velocity component along with the axial velocity in 
stream-wise direction as seen in Figure 4.15c. The axial velocity deficits for two-bladed, 
three-bladed and four bladed turbines under the operating range of TSR are listed in 
Table 4.2. A greater axial velocity deficit of ~ 20% has been observed for TSR= 2 
compared to ~ 8% as observed for TSR = 3. The maximum axial velocity deficit occurs 
just behind the turbine hub where maximum amount of energy has been absorbed by the 
rotor. Since a decrease in TSR is also associated with a greater volume of flow energy 
being transferred to the wake or recirculation region, the resultant behind the turbine rotor 
power output becomes less for a value of TSR = 2 compared to TSR = 3 as observed in 
Figure 4.10. Increase in number of blades also produces increased flow impedance 
resulting in 60% axial velocity deficit for a four-bladed turbine as compared to 30% for 
its two-bladed counterpart at a fixed TSR = 2. This again confirms the effect of blade 








                                                              (a) 
 
 
       
                                       (b)                                                                   (c) 
Figure 4.15.  Variation of (a) axial, (b) radial and (c) tangential velocity distribution at 




Figure 4.16.  Comparison of axial and radial velocity distribution at x/R = 2 for TSR = 2 
                       and 3 respectively 
               
Table 4.2.  Axial velocity deficit (Ux/U∞) for different number of blades 
No. of Blades TSR = 2 TSR = 2.5 TSR = 3 TSR = 3.5 
2  0.755 0.925 0.960 0.995 
3  0.702 0.728 0.837 0.915 
4  0.607 0.629 0.652 0.725 
  
           The velocity peaks on both sides of the rotor hub indicate the presence of strong 
tip vortices on the hydrofoil surface. This can be better visualized in the axial vorticity 
contour plot in Figure 4.17. A localized region with strong tip vortices can be observed 
where the axial velocity is higher than U resulting in negative axial induction factor. 
Figure 4.18 depicts the downstream development of the wake vortices from the 
hydrokinetic turbine. The combined effect of the stream-wise water flow and circular 





Figure 4.17.  Contour of axial vorticity in rotor hub plane at TSR = 2 showing the 









Axial vorticity contour (1/s) 
Particle pathlines from the blade tips 






             In addition, to the turbine tip vortices, a central vortex is also formed beside the 
root of the rotor hub. However, since the velocity at the backside of the rotor hub is low, 
the flow pathlines appear to be straighter as it moves further downstream. The axial 
vorticity contours can also be used to identify the transition from the near wake to the far 
wake. In Figure 4.19 the axial vorticity component is plotted on radial cut at different 
axial locations within the wake. The presence of strong vortices can be observed close to 
the rotor surface. Under turbine rotation, the rotor decelerates the flow and the flow 
begins to rotate in the direction opposite to the rotor. In other words, the wake locations 
shift in the direction opposite to the direction of rotation of the rotor during the 
downstream development of the wake. The tip vortices can be visualized from the blade 
surfaces starting at the rotor hub plane until half rotor radius downstream. The shed 
vortices initially appear as distinct vortex structures which gradually merge into a 
continuous vortex street at a short distance from the rotor plane. The transition from near 
wake to far wake can also be observed beyond 1 rotor radius downstream. The tip 
vortices has a greater influence on axial velocity than the radial or tangential velocity and 
beyond one rotor diameter downstream the presence of individual blades disappear and 
velocities are averaged circumferentially.   
           The pressure coefficient, turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent intensity can be 
similarly obtained along the radial location for different axial positions downstream of 
the rotor at 2R, 4R, 6R, 8R and 10R respectively. A sharp pressure gradient can be 
observed in Figure 4.20 at 2R (near wake) and 4R location indicating the formation of 
wake at the near downstream location. Gradually it recovers some of the pressure head as 
it moves further downstream location resulting in gradual flattening of the profile. The 
turbulent kinetic energy profiles in Figure 4.21 and turbulence intensity profiles in Figure 
4.22 explain a higher turbulence level in the wake region when compared with non-wake 
region. A significant increase in turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent intensity is 
observed in the region of wake centerline and also at the tip of the turbine blades due to 








Figure 4.19.  Contours of axial vorticity at different axial locations along the rotor 
                            downstream for TSR = 2 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
(f) (e) (d) 




Figure 4.20.  Pressure contour along the radial direction at different rotor downstream 





Figure 4.21.  Turbulent kinetic energy contour plot along the radial direction at different 




Figure 4.22.  Turbulence intensity distribution in the wake region for TSR = 2 
 
        The magnitudes of the axial velocity deficit can also be utilized to determine the 
energy loss from a turbine. Assuming the same mass of fluid upstream and downstream 
of a turbine, a fractional energy loss (E/E0) from a turbine can be defined based on 
thekinetic energy formulation as follows: 













E x                                                (4.1) 
            Based on Eq. (4.1) the turbine with TSR = 2 incurs ~ 35% energy loss in the wake 
region behind the turbine. However, under the same circumstances, the turbine with TSR 
= 3 loses only 15% of its energy which further confirms higher efficiency of the system.    
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4.4.  CAVITATION ONSET 
4.4.1. Effect of cavitation number.  The cavitation analysis was performed using 
the SG-6043 hydrofoil section with unit chord length. The objective was to calculate the 
static pressure on the hydrofoil surface for various cavitation numbers () and flow angle 
of attack (). The Cavitation number and pressure coefficient (Cp) can be calculated as: 










                                                           (4.2) 












                                                           (4.3) 
where, P is the static pressure on the hydrofoil surface, Pv is the saturation vapor 
pressure. As HAHkTs will be placed below the water surface, the static pressure at the 
hydrofoil surface will be the summation of the ambient static pressure and pressure due to 
the head of the water above the hydrofoil. Therefore, in order to predict the onset of 
cavitation, the static pressure on the hydrofoil surface needs to fall below the saturation 
vapor pressure of the hydrofoil. For the present study, a two-dimensional steady state 
multi-phase calculation was performed to simulate the presence of vapor in the hydrofoil 
separation region. A Realizable k- model with standard wall function was selected as a 
turbulence model due to its superior performance prediction for flows involving adverse 
pressure gradient, separation and recirculation [75, 81]. The working fluid for the present 
case is water at 300K with liquid density of 1000 kg/m
3
, vapor density of 0.02558 kg/m
3
, 
saturation vapor pressure of 3540 Pa and surface tension of 0.0717 N/m. The 
computational grid for the present study is same as the two-dimensional grids used for lift 
and drag prediction for the given hydrofoil and discussed earlier in Chapter 3. A no-slip, 
no-flux boundary condition to the velocity on the surface of the hydrofoil was applied 
along with a constant velocity at the inlet and pressure outlet at the outlet boundary.  
The first objective of the current work deals with determination of minimum 
resultant flow velocity given by Eq. (2.11) for the onset of cavitation. For a fixed angle of 
attack (), the flow inlet velocity was therefore varied between 11.5 m/s and 14 m/s to 
observe the minimum velocity when the exit pressure was set at zero gauge pressure (See 
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Figure 4.23). It was observed from that a flow velocity of 12 m/s enables formation of 
vapor bubbles on the suction surface of the hydrofoil initiating cavitation. Further 
increase in flow velocity or decrease in cavitation number results in increased percentage 
of vapor faction volume which results in a larger cavity length on the hydrofoil surface. 
However, for a constant flow velocity, increase in gauge pressure gradually eliminates 
the possibility of the onset of cavitation as shown in Figure 4.24. When gauge pressure 
(Pgauge) is increased from zero to 20 kPa for two different flow velocities, the vapor 
volume fraction decreases in both cases showing less tendency of forming vapor bubbles 
due to the higher static pressure on the hydrofoil surface. 
 
           
                           (a)                                                                          (b) 
 
          
                            (c)                                                                         (d) 
Figure 4.23.  Computed vapor volume fraction contours at different flow conditions 
 
U=14 m/s,  = 1.0 U=13 m/s,  = 1.16 






          
(a)                                                                        (b)  
 
           
                                (c)                                                                     (d)  
Figure 4.24.  Computed vapor volume fraction distributions at different cavitation 





U = 13 m/s, Pgauge = 0,  = 1.16 U = 13 m/s, Pgauge = 20 kPa,  = 1.39 
U = 14 m/s, Pgauge = 0,  = 1.0 U = 14 m/s, Pgauge = 20 kPa,  = 1.20 
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. The results are shown in Figure 4.25, at lower values of   (0 and 2) 
no vapor formation was observed at the hydrofoil surface. However, as   increases 
beyond 4

 formation of vapor bubbles can be observed on the suction surface. As  
increases the vapor region moves to the front (upstream) of the hydrofoil and length of 
the cavity grows in size on the upper surface of the hydrofoil. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that a hydrofoil is subjected to cavitation when the incoming flow speed 
reaches 12 m/s or angle of attack becomes more than 4

 for a given . For a river water 
speed of 2 m/s, depending on the TSR, the maximum incoming flow speed for our 
numerical case varied between 3.5-9.5 m/s which shows no cavitation will occur when 
such turbines are placed inside rivers. 
 
            
                         (a)                                                                         (b)  
            
                           (c)                                                                       (d) 
Figure 4.25.  Computed vapor volume fraction distributions at different cavitation 
                             numbers for different angles of attack (Urel = 12 m/s) 
 = 4   = 6

  





5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
5.1. SUMMARY 
            The primary objectives of the current work deals with review of basic 
hydrokinetic systems and understand the hydrodynamics associated with its principle of 
operation. A CFD-RANS finite volume methodology has been applied to solve the flow 
conditions. The numerical modeling employs a rotating reference frame methodology to 
transform an unsteady flow in an inertial (stationary) frame to a steady flow in a non-
inertial (moving) reference frame. The effect of several non-dimensional hydrodynamic 
parameters on the turbine performance has been analyzed. The numerical results were 
validated with both theoretical Blade Element Momentum theory using water and with 
experimental observation using air as working fluid. The numerical results showed good 
consistency with both the theoretical and experimental model and depending on the 
accuracy of validation, they provide strong foundation for future modeling purpose. The 
effects of each of the non-dimensional quantities such as TSR, solidity, number of blades 
ad Reynolds number need to be carefully analyzed to increase the efficiency of the 
hydrokinetic turbines. The detailed significant findings are summarized as below: 
(a) Numerical investigations were performed using both two-dimensional (stationary) 
and three-dimensional (rotating) models to examine the performance of HAHkTs 





blade numbers 2 - 4. The validation of the numerical studies were performed 
using BEM theory which considers two dimensional lift and drag characteristics 
to determine the turbine loading under different flow TSR. 
(b) The results obtained from BEM theory offer good agreement for attached flows 
on the surface of the blades. In other words, for higher TSR the numerical results 
match consistently with the theoretical model. However, for lower TSR, BEM 
theory is inadequate and under-predict the turbine rotor power output when the 
blades are subjected to stalled condition.  
(c) The discrepancies observed between the BEM and three-dimensional numerical 
models result from the turbine rotation which causes stall-delay phenomenon in 
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the latter case under the combined effect of span-wise radial acceleration and 
chord-wise coriolis acceleration. This results in increased lift coefficient and 
hence greater CP for three-dimensional case when compared with two-
dimensional data. 
(d) Three different turbulence models such as one-equation Spalart-Allmaras model, 
two-equation Realizable k- model and two-equation k- SST models were 
chosen for two-dimensional numerical modeling of HAHkT. The results suggest 
an optimum angle of attack of 14

 corresponding to maximum lift for SG-6043 
hydrofoil whereas a 2

 angle of attack indicates point of maximum lift to drag 
ratio. The increased camber in SG-6043 resulted in increase in CL compared to 
NACA-2412 under same operating condition. The k- SST model yielded the 
most accurate CL values when compared to the BEM theory due to its improved 
formulation for predicting the adverse pressure gradient in hydrofoil flows.  
(e) The three-dimensional results for optimum design have suggested a strong 
dependence of maximum CP on TSR when different turbine geometries (i.e. 
solidity, angle of attack and number of blades) are being considered. Increase in 
turbine solidity and blade numbers results in increased CP under the entire 
operating range of TSR studied with maximum CP observed in lower TSR.  
(f) Finally, the axial, radial and tangential velocity distribution along the radial 
distance at one rotor diameter downstream location has been investigated. The 
effect of stall-delay phenomenon in three-dimensional model has been confirmed 
when compared stationary two-dimensional case indicating delay of separation at 
further trailing edge of the hydrofoil. In addition, a lesser axial velocity deficit 
and hence a lesser energy loss at higher TSR further confirms higher CP of 
HAHkTs. The axial velocity deficit behind the turbine rotor confirms the 
expansion and decay of wake phenomenon. The width of the wake increases and 
axial velocity deficit decreases with increase in downstream distance. 
(g) A hydrofoil is subjected to cavitation when the incoming flow speed reaches 12 
m/s or angle of attack becomes more than 4





5.2. FUTURE WORK 
         The numerical analysis performed in the present work consists of constant chord, 
constant pitch turbine geometry. However, advanced turbine blade geometries would 
involve development of variable chord, variable pitch geometries similar to the actual 
wind turbine blades. Future work will involve the following: 
Hydrodynamics: Numerical modeling of variable chord and variable pitch turbine 
geometries (see Figure 5.1) will be useful to obtain more efficient and innovative blade 
profiles. In addition, transient modeling of two-dimensional hydrofoil needs to be 
performed to investigate the dynamic stall effects under turbine rotation. Furthermore, 
incorporation of diffuser around the turbine will be another challenging task and 
numerical investigation will be required to design the diffuser such that an increased 
power extraction can be achieved.  
 
 
Figure 5.1.  Variable chord turbine blade geometries using hydrofoil sections FX-77 
                        W343 and SG-6043 (from hub to tip) 
 
Multivariate Design Optimization: The two fundamental objectives of the design of 
hydrokinetic turbines deal with maximizing Annual Energy Production (AEP) and 
minimizing Cost of Energy (COE). In order to solve such multi-objective problem, a 
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multivariate optimization method is required to search for the Pareto-optimal design 
solutions with respect to AEP and COE. The method will be based on the coupling of 
hydrodynamic model implementing the blade element momentum theory and an 
evolutionary algorithm which will attempt to address general indications for the choice of 
fundamental decision parameters that will enable maximum AEP density at minimum 
COE. A preliminary optimization analysis was performed and is provided in Appendix B. 
Structural Aspects: Materials selection plays a pivotal role in decreasing the overall cost 
and weight of the turbine while performing at maximum efficiency [82-84]. A computer 
based system developed by Ashby et al. known as Cambridge Engineering System (CES) 
will be applied to ensure that the task was performed effectively and the decision making 
process was carried out in selection of materials from the vast number of materials that 
are available in literature. The concept of material and process attributes are considered 
which are mapped on material and process selection chart to obtain potential candidate 
materials for that purpose. The choice behind selection of appropriate materials is 
governed by primary design constraints (non-negotiable, essential conditions) which 
include tensile and fatigue strength of materials, fatigue endurance, fracture toughness, 
corrosion resistance etc. and secondary design constraint (negotiable but desirable) that 
include materials cost. Since most of the material selection problems consist of more 
constraints than free variables, a systematic multiple constraint principle needs to be 
implemented in order to account for such situations. Furthermore, quite often the 
selection involves conflicting objectives where the mass needs to be minimized while at 
the same minimizing cost as well which essentially require the use of trade-off methods.  
Prototypes testing and model validation: Once the hydrodynamic, structural and 
materials performance analysis is performed for a HAHkT of rated power capacity, a 
prototype needs to be built depending on the given design parameters and water channel 
dimensions in which it is going to be tested. The prototype testing will help to validate 
the results obtained from existing theoretical and numerical models for a given flow 






















 A1. BLADE ELEMENT MOMENTUM THEORY 
            Blade element momentum theory was used to validate the numerical model of 
HAHkT. However, in order to obtain the axial (a) and angular ( a ) induction factors, 
iterative solution method is sought. The method starts with initial guesses for a and a  
from which the flow conditions and new induction factors are calculated. The procedure 
consists of 4 steps: 
(a) Guess value of a and a 
(b) Calculate the angle of relative fluid flow. 
(c) For a given pitch turbine blade, calculate the angle of attack and corresponding CL  
      (d) Update a and a 
The process is then repeated until the newly calculated induction factors are within some 
acceptable tolerance of the previous ones. A MATLAB code was written for this purpose 
which enables calculation of CP using BEM theory. The expression for CL can be 
obtained using a curve-fit function on from is obtained by using a curve fitting function 
on Figure 4.8.  A 4
th
 order polynomial function has been approximated with a R
2
 value of 




Figure A1. Curve-fitting of the CL vs.  plot for SG-6043 hydrofoil 
 
































                                                          MATLAB CODE 
clear all; 
% number of blades 
n = 3.0; 
% fuid velocity in m/s 
V = 2.0; 
% Rotational velocity in rad/sec 
omega = 6.0; 
%  constant chord length in meters 
c = 0.2; 
% turbine radius in meters 
r =0.3; 
% hub and tip distance in terms of radius in meters 
xs = 0.1*r; 
xt = r; 
% define solidity 
sigma = (n*c)/(2.0*pi*r); 
% initial guess 
lambda = (r*omega)/V; 
lambda 
phi= (2.0/3.0)*(atan(1/lambda))*(180/pi); 
theta = 10; % setting pitch angle 
alpha = phi-theta; 
alpha; 
% determination of lift and drag coefficient 




%initial guess of axial and angular induction factors 
a0 = 1.0/(1.0+((4.0*sin(phi*pi/180)*sin(phi*pi/180))/(sigma*cl*cos(phi*pi/180)))); 
b0 = 1.0/((4.0*cos(phi*pi/180)/(sigma*cl))-1.0); 




exp = (1.0-a0)/((1.0+b0)*lambda); 
phi1=(atan(exp))*(180.0/pi); 
alpha1 = phi1-theta; 
alpha1; 
clnew=-(0.000005*(alpha1)^4)-(0.000008*(alpha1)^3)-(0.001*(alpha1)^2) + (0.0987*(alpha1)) + 0.7388; 





 if (abs(anew-a0)<1.0e-3), 
   if (abs(bnew-b0)<1.0e-3), 
    finished=1; 
   end; 
  end; 
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  a0=anew; 
  b0=bnew; 
  sum=sum+1; 
  if (sum>5), 
   finished=1; 





























































































B1. HYDRODYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION THEORY 
                   The hydrodynamic design of a horizontal axis hydrokinetic turbine is a 
complex procedure which is characterized by several trade-off decisions to obtain an 
optimum efficiency of the system. The success of the optimization design is however, 
dependent on the definition of the design objectives and limitations of the solution space. 
The definition of the solution space is again dependent on the extent of freedom of the 
design variables. As mentioned in section 2.2.1, the hydrodynamic performance of 
HAHkT is primarily governed by tip-speed ratio, solidity, Reynolds number and number 
of blades. It is well understood that these parameters play a key role in determining the 
overall hydrodynamic performance of HAHkT. However, it is not yet ascertained that 
which combination of the parameters need to be selected to achieve most optimized 
design based on the efficiency. The two fundamental objectives that are associated with 
design of hydrokinetic system are to maximize the Annual Energy Production (AEP) and 
to minimize the Cost of Energy (COE). For a given COE, a rotor should be designed in 
such a manner that will provide maximum AEP. On the other hand, the entire system 
should have a lower COE for a given AEP. The COE is a general figure of merit and it 
leads to a homogeneous comparison between different turbines. On the other hand, AEP 
depends strongly on the turbine size and rated power of the system which is again 
dependent on the hydrodynamics associated with the operation of the turbines. Therefore, 
in order to obtain a more optimized design configuration for our present study, the 
influence of the above mentioned variables on the governing hydrodynamic model needs 
to be understood. BEM model is used for this purpose to calculate the hydrodynamic 
performance of such turbines where the design variables are rated power of the turbine, 
the radius, chord length and pitch angle distribution. The improvement or optimization of 
the existing design is rated in terms of Power Coefficient (CP) of the turbine. In addition, 
the turbine rotor is designed to follow a power curve for a range of rotational speed of the 
turbine under a given flow condition. The following section will provide more details 




B2. OPTIMIZATION METHODOLOGY 
                   As a starting point for the hydrodynamic optimization, a three-bladed 
HAHkT turbine rotor can be modeled as a single blade entity with four radial stations. 
These radial stations were selected along the blade radius: (1) at 25% radius, (2) at 50% 
radius, (3) at 75% radius and (4) 95% radius. The turbine rotor model was simplified by 
choosing some geometric characteristics of the rotor as constants and others as design 
variables. A constant rotor radius of 1m and inlet flow speed of 2 m/s was chosen as a 
reference design. The design rotational speed is selected between 3-10 rad/s based on the 
minimum and maximum RPM that the turbine blades will be rotating under given river 
current speed. The chord length and pitch angle distributions along the blade become the 
design variables for rotor optimization. These rotor design variables are modulated to 
achieve the peak hydrodynamic performance possible for the rotor in the design 
rotational speed range. Once the initial values, chord and pitch distributions are provided, 
the angle of attack () is calculated and MATLAB was used to calculate the resultant 
rotor power output and CP using BEM theory taking both Prandtl tip-loss and Glauert’s 
correction factor under turbulent wake state. Table A1 provides the summary of the 
design variables for rotor optimization. The pitch angle or twist distribution determines 
the angle at which the hydrofoil profile “sees” the fluid flow. The local angle of attack at 
a radial point is the difference between the angle of relative flow and the pitch angle. As 
the rotational speed increases from root to tip of a blade, the flow angle decreases. 
Assuming that the hydrofoil profiles used at the radial stations experience their peak lift 
values in a similar angle of attack range, the typical fixed-pitch hydrokinetic turbine 
blade will have a pitch angle distribution which is greater at the root of the blade and 
smaller near the tip. Knowing the extents of the river water speed, rotational speed range 
and a particular hydrofoil, it is possible to estimate the range of flow angles and thus 
angles of attack to be encountered at each radial station. For the present case, the angle of 
attack is chosen to be 14

 as obtained from lift characteristics in Chapter 4. The 
MATLAB code for the hydrodynamic optimization routine is given below. The power 
curve from the hydrodynamic optimization of the given turbine blades is shown in Table 
B1. The maximum CP of ~ 0.45 can be observed for a corresponding TSR = 4.25 showing 
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Table B1.  Design variables for the rotor optimization 
Design Variables Design Value Minimum Value Maximum Value 
Radius (m) 1 NA NA 
River speed (m/s) 2 NA NA 
Rotational speed (rad/s) NA 3 10 
Chord (1) (m) 0.25 0.245 0.255 
Chord (2) (m) 0.26 0.14 0.37 
Chord (3) (m) 0.17 0.09 0.255 
Chord (4) (m) 0.12 0.074 0.17 
Pitch angle (1) (deg) 20 16 25 
Pitch angle (2) (deg) 8 4 12 
Pitch angle (3) (deg) 1.5 -2 5 








Figure B1.  The power coefficient plot for different TSR using variable chord and 





                                                       MATLAB CODE 
 
% performance evaluation of horizontal axis hydrokinetic turbine 
% Inputs: Rotor radius = R (in meters) 
% flow speed = V (in m/s) 
% Design variables: chord distribution and pitch distribution 
% Output power coefficient (CP) 
% chord distribution 
clc 
clear all 
R = 1; 
V = 2; 
%axif = 0.1 % initial guess of axial induction factor 
%atif = 0.1 % initial guess of angular induction factor 
N = 3; % Number of blades 
visc = 0.001; % dynamic viscosity of water in kg/ms 
rho = 998.2; % density of water in kg/m3 
omega = 3:0.5:10; % rotational velocity in rad/s with increment of 0.5 units 
tsratio = omega*R./V; 
len = length(omega); 
ac = 0.2; % glauert's thrust correction factor  
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 % constant influencing magnitude of blade chord 
% radius distribution along the span of the blade with r = r/R 
r = [0.25 0.5 0.75 0.95]; 
chord=[0.25 0.26 0.17 0.12]; %chord length in meters 
pitch=[20 8 1.5 -2]; %pitch angle in degress 
% chord = a*(r/R)^b; %chord length as a function of radius at local section 
%r = r*R; %radius distribution (m) 








































%Initialize induction factors 
for i=1:4 %number of radial stations 
   omegamat(i,:)=omega; 
   for j=1:len 
       tsr=omega(j).*r(i)./V; 
       m=(9-3*(tsr)^2); 
       n=((tsr)^2-1); 
       coeff=[16 -24 m n]; 
       p=roots(coeff); 
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       p=sort(p); 
       axif(i,j)=p(2); 
       atif(i,j)=(1-3.*axif(i,j))/(4.*axif(i,j)-1); 









    %calculation of angle of attack 
    phimat=atan(V.*(1-axif)./((1+atif).*omegamat.*rmat)); 
    phideg=phimat*180/pi; 
    alphamat=phimat-pitch; 
    Vrot=omegamat.*rmat.*(1+atif); 
    Vax=V.*(1-axif); 
    Vrel=sqrt(Vrot.^2+Vax.^2); 
   %Re=(chordmat*rho*Vrel)/visc 
   %calculation of lift and drag coefficient 
   for i=1:4 
       for j=1:len 





       end 
   end 
   f=0.5*N*(R-rmat)./(rmat.*sin(phimat)); 
   F=2/pi.*acos(exp(-f)); %Prandtl's tip loss factor 
   solidity=N*chordmat./(2*pi.*rmat); 
   cn=(clmat.*cos(phimat))+(cdmat.*sin(phimat)); %calculation of normal forces 
   ct=(clmat.*sin(phimat))-(cdmat.*cos(phimat)); %calculation of tangential forces 
   %Recalculation of induction factors 
   atifnew=(4.*F.*sin(phimat).*cos(phimat)./(solidity.*ct)-1).^-1; 
   k=4*F.*sin(phimat).^2./(solidity.*cn); 
   for j=1:len 
       for i=1:4 
           if axif(i,1)<= ac %Glauert's correction factor for high values of ax induction factor 
               axifnew(i,j)=(k(i,j)+1)^-1; 
           else 
               axifnew(i,j)=0.5*(2+k(i,j)*(1-2*ac)-sqrt((k(i,j)*(1-2*ac)+2)^2+4*(k(i,j)*ac^2-1))); 
           end 
       end 
   end 
   tolax=abs(axif-axifnew); 
   tolat=abs(atif-atifnew); 
   if tolax<0.0001, 
       if tolat<0.0001, 
           finished=1; 
       end 
   end 
   axif=axifnew; 
   atif=atifnew; 
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   iter=iter+1; 
   if (iter>5) 
       finished=1; 
   end 
   axifmat{iter}=axif 
   atifmat{iter}=atif; 
end 
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